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Diaphone Solos
Three Calls Produce a Fire,

An

Arrest

and

Much

Excitement

Subscriptions 13 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
Rockland's much maligned dia
tion and very reasonable
phone was front and center of the
NEWSPAPER HISTORT
The Rockland Gazette was established
. „ , , , ., ,
, .
in 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab- clty s sta?e last night when It raised
lished and conaolldated with the Gazette
In 1882 The Pree Preas was established *'s meek volce ln alarm three times
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated in one hour and had lire apparatus
March 17. 1897

and police sirening around in wide
and raucous circles. As a result a
well known Rockland man will be ln
w
What Is contentment? Ad
’s* justment to one's circumstances.
court this morning.
The first call ln the series coming
at 9.30 was for a small blaze in the
Rockland Republicans who attend
Jordan place on old Thomaston road.
the Crusade in the Community Build
ing are reminded that they will have It was a grand night for echoes and
ample opportunity to vote in the Re ••28 ' was still shuttling back and
publican mayoralty caucus at Odd forth among the Oamden hills when
Fellows hall, as the polls do not close 36 came In. The irate boys on the
screaming red wagons had not ceased
until 10 p. m.
searching for the man who turned
in this first false alarm when the
diaphone blasted the night with an
other baritone solo, “43” this time.
Firemen and police instantly sus
picious of another false alarm found
'wOMlNAtt ALL Alam
their fears justified, several witnesses
having seen a man pause at the box
until the big whistle set up its clamor,
Wt U WQiTC Mf
and then run west Into the shadows
ACC»OCH1
of McLain school. Many volunteeers
WHEN |*M TOO
OLO TO LOOk
were instantly in full cry Including a
OUT FOt/
group of alert High School boys
hysclf '
whose sharp eyes located a figure ap
parently snared in the wired tennis
courts area. The man was brought
to Chief Russell who took him to
headquarters on one of— the fire
trucks. He was identified as a promi
Judging by appearances that's nent citizen apparently befuddled.
RIGHT NOW. And rifht now is He will appear in court this morning,
just thc time when everyone who ! though the exact charge has not as
doesn't already carry accident in
surance should get it! The cost of yet been made.
insurance is low, but delay is fre
quently expensive!

ED.MORAN

£ C MORAN (Oil
J

INSURANCE
COUNSELLORS

,
**

C.

425 MAIN ST. - PHONE 98

Christmas Trees
WANTED
FOR CASH
See MR. RACKLIFF.
Economy Feed Building, Holmes
St.. Rockland
Immediately, or Phone
Rockland 655
136*137

“THE GREAT QUADRANGLE”
Taber At National Grange Session
Second Installment

The Orange is always definite ln
its recommendations when it tackles
a problem, and in facing the present
agricultural situation, National Mas
ter Taber outlines a ten-point pro
gram. which will Immediately appeal
to thoughtful people as sane, clearcut and full of promise. Here it is;
1. Increase the farmer’s share of
the nation's income and give to agri
culture panty'of' incLme

2. Build coming farm legislation
on voluntary co-operation, rather than
a governmental straight-jacket.
3. Orant basic exemptions and give
maximum benefits to the family-size
farm, placing regulation as far as
possible on the commercial and largeunit operators.
4. Devise a sane framework for a
long-time land policy that shall pro
vide for the retirement of sub-mar
ginal land and for the increase of
forestry, water and wild life resources.
5. Develop the Soil Conservation
Act. with benefits paid to all farmers
who follow good soil practices.
6. Provide a program sufficiently
flexible to protect the interests of all
sections and give special assistance to
surplus and export crops.
7. Guarantee the American market
to the American farmer, to the limit
of his ability to supply efficiently the
needs of the consuming public.
8. Provide loans for • crop storage
on farms and increase funds for the
Surplus Commodity-Corporation, with
definite strengthening of marketing
agreements.
9. Set aside a large portion of tariff
revenue for research to find new uses
for farm products, develop new plants
and crops, and equalize prices.
10. Always consider the Federal
treasury and protect the interests of
the ultimate consumer.

STORAGE

TWO ROCKLAND WINNERS

Our Foreign Market
Pointing out the rapid increase in
world production of cotton and other

You Have 20 Chances To Win!

Send in at least one entry a week

CHISHOUI'S SPA
484 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

KNOX HOSPITAL AUXILIARY
will conduct a

FOOD

SALE

Saturday, November 13
TEL. 681-M

At 2 P. M.—at the
MANSFIELD GOVE STORE
135’It

NOW IS THE TIME!
Avoid the Last Minute Shopping Rush!
We Are Headquarters For Personalized

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Assorted or All One Design

Your Name Printed On Cards
•Plain Envelopes To Match
The finest and most artistic selection of Christmas Greeting
Cards awaits your call—and at the most reasonable price

50 for $1.00 — 25 for $1.00
21 for $1.00 - 16 for $1.00
Postage 15 Cents Extra
Don't fail to see our line of genuine Steel Engraved Greet
ing Cards with thc Personalized Appeal. Our big new
Christmas Card Book is open for your selection.- You’ll be
amazed at the apparently costly cards available in our line
—at prices so low.

THE COURIER GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

PACKING ’EM IN NIGHTLY
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Reciprocal Treaties Injurious

Ask us the details.

IN COL. BUTLER’S MEMORY

Volume 92.................. Number I 36.

As Defined Today By National Master Louis J. World War Veterans Dedicate a Square In His Painting Church and Shingling Roof Not All

Mr. Taber does not hesitate to ex
ANNUAL FAIR
press the injury that has been wrought
ANDERSON ( AMP
to American agriculture by the varlWednesday, November 17 . ous reciprocal treaties so far negotiI ated. and urges that if reciprocal
G. A. R. HALL
Afternoon and Evening
I treaties are to continue, the United
PUBLIC SUPPER
I States must reduce Its free list, both
as a revenue measure and to enable
it to secure economic Justice. Some
serious facts have to be faced In the
growing balance of trade against this
nation, while at the same time foreign
BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
countries owe us billions of war debts;
WASHING A GREASING
This Farm For Sale or Rent
not forgetting the fact that Ameri
If interested, call or write
FORD GARAGE
cans are great travelers and are leav
585 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
ing hundreds of millions more abroad
H. D. CRIE
DE.AD STORAGE
every year than foreign tourists bring
TEL 83,
THOMASTON, ME.
136-141
to this country. He then points a
1338136
searching finger at the fact that for
the fiscal year ending July 1st our
total imports were 82.941,346.000 and
our total exports $2,837,397,000, leav
ing a trade deficit against us of
$103,949,000. For the first six months
Two Rockland persons have
of 1937 the startling fact appears that
while agricultural exports were only
already won prizes in our
$435,099,385, agricultural Imports were
$1.151,$38.222—an agricultural trade
' deficit of $715,938,837.

DURAND’S
HAVANA CONTESTS

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, November I 3, 1937

INSTANT CUBE RELEASE
TRAY for 1933 TO 1936 Models
Every ice tray is the new
QUICKUBE Tray with Instant
Cube-Release—all-metal for fast
freezing. Instantly releases ice
cubes—two or a trayful—as you
need them. No melting under a
faucet. Yields 20% more ice by
ending this waste. ONLY Frigidaire has it!

24 Hour Service On All Makes of
Electric Refrigerators
ALBERT (MAC) MacPHAIL
Service Mah

New Door Seals Installed At Very
Moderate Cost

PARKER E. WORREY
TEL 26-W
65 PARK ST. ROCKLAND, ME.

crops formerly Included in heavy
American export. Mr. Taber insists
upon stimulating the production of
the type of wool or fibers now import
ed In vast quantities for carpets, rugs
or other floor coverings; likewise pro
ducing our own rice straws and mat
ting fabrics. In this connection he
takes occasion to remind the nation
that if the Export Debenture princi
ple which the Grange was fighting for
ten years ago had then been adopted,
lt would have greatly helped the cot
ton situation and would have found
the Southern cotton grower in vastly
better condition than his present
plight.

The Taxation Question
Although admitting that “there can
be no criticism of spending public
funds to relieve suffering, or to build
permanent prosperity and recovery,"
Mr. Taber warns of Increasing debt
and rising taxation, and demands a
balanced budget and a broadened base
of taxation, adding: “Every baby born
ln this country really has a log chain
of debt around its neck, because every
man, woman and child under the flag
today owes more than $414 in public
debt." Even those whose Incomes are
so small that they are not on the
regular tax rolls must yet carry part
of the crushing tax burden. There !»
no possible way to prevent much of
the burden of government costs com
ing back ln the .price of food, clothing
and rent. Sound indeed ls his chal
lenge, which may fwell be heeded in
the coming program of budget bal
ancing:
In the interest of fairness and to
promote sound public opinion, there
should be an amendment to the Fed
eral Constitution providing that all
county. State. Federal and other pub
lic officials, including the Judiciary,
should be compelled to pay Federal
income taxes. This would promote a
sense of fairness and would bring to
every citizen 'the fact that no man.
because of wealth or position, should
be permitted to escape his direct con
tribution toward the liquidation of
the great burdens of government.

Honor Armistice Day

There Is To Religion, Said Evangelist Taylor

The Wednesday night service of the I
bra ted the news of th® signing of
the Armistice. The World War had Knox County Spiritual Recovery
not been of our making. We entered Crusade, being conducted in the Com
It only to bring about the consum munity Building under the Taylor
mation of a great Ideal. That ideal brothers, opened with a full audi
itivlsioied a Wcild wltho it war. A torium. After a happy song service
World In which all nations lived in led by Laurie and Charlie Taylor,
oeacc rr..i harmony exactly as our prayer was offered by Rev. H. S. Kil
Rockland's Armistice Day celebra 43 Slates bad shown that they cou’d born of the Thomaston Baptist
tion was carried out Thursday In do un this continent. A Wi'.d made ; Church. The great audience sang,
safe for Democracy. We went to "Nothing But the Blood of Jesus,"
complete accordance witn the pro war not 'ust to end this one war, but
“The Way of the Cross Leads Home,"
gram which has several times been to end oil wars.
"Rescue the Perishing," and Laurie's
We are gathered here today for a new song, "Carry Away a Song."
published ln this paper.
The rain promised for that holiday grateful and patriotic duty.
Delegations came in from Appleton,
Thii moment is sacred wlh the al Tenant's Harbor. Thomaston, and
fortunately failed to materialize, and
in its place was a crisp late fall day, most vh.ikle presence of the Tie who many others were there unofficially.
with skies of azure, and a smiling sun has erne before. We come to honor Charlie said that next Wednesday
the memory of one who offered hit night he Is going to read the names
never once dimmed.
With Col. Ralph W. Brown as mar Ilf® in the service of his Country in of all co-operating churches and ask
shal the Armistice Day parade ‘ts hout cl need.
for thelr delegations.
Walter Hillman Butler voluntarily
marched over the scheduled route,
One of the interesting features of
pausing at the corner of Main and enlisted as a private ln the armed this service was the singing of Negro
forces of his country July 17, 1917, at spirituals by Charlie and Laurie.
Bangor. Sept. 26, 1917 he sailed from “Keep In the Middle of the Road.-'
shores of America for combat service and “Little David, Play On Your
“Over There" with the 26th Division. Harp." were the selections sung. Next
YD, New England's own, as a member Wednesday they will sing some more
j of the 101st Sanitary Train.
spirituals. The choir sang “I'll Oo
With the Illustrious record of that Where You Want Me To Go, Dear
. famous Y. D. Division in France, he Lord.”
: actively participated in every major
Dr. Taylor ln opening his message
engagement, he served in the Chemin for the evening read as the Scripture
des Daines Sector from Feb. 10th to lesson Acts 20:7-12. which is the story
' March 20. 1918. Toul Sector from oj
young man who fell asleep while
April 3 to June 27 1918, Ainse Marne Paul was preaching. From this
i Offensive from July 7 to Aug. 14, 1918, Scripture he took his subject, "Asleep
Troyon Sector from Sept. 7, to Oct. In Church."
8. 1918. St. Mihiel Offensive from
“Insomnia, or sleeplessness." said
Sept. 12, to Sept. 16, 1918, and in the the speaker ‘Is a disease causing the
I Meuse Argonne Offensive from Oct. doctors a great deal of trouble. The
j 9 to Nov. 11. 1918 when the Armistice best cure for the disease of being
I was signed and hostilities ceased.
, Returning from France with the
26th Division, he was honorably dis
charged at Camp Devens, Mass.
April 29, 1919. with the rank of ser
Grateful Legionnaires erect a Listing
geant and was recommended for a
memorial to Col. Walter Hillman
Butler
c°w7whonare honored with member-

'J

unable to sleep Is rest, relaxation.
freedom from worry. I used to think
that this was a disease Indulged in
by tha rich, but when I was 18 years
of age I had my first attack of sleep
lessness. Anyone who has any nerv
ous tension knows what lt is to count
the hours of the clock through the
night. But I never heard of anyone
who suffered from insomnia in
church. Directly when some go to
church, they go to sleep. I assure you,
you have no right to always blame the
minister. An ethical essay which
starts nowhere and ends in the same
place Is likely to produce sleep. Some
of the greatest preachers of all time
have said people go to sleep on them.
In this inspired Book we have a rec
ord of a man who went to sleep under
Paul's preaching. Paul's sermon last
ed seven hours at least. We now
have sermonettes by preacherettes
for Christianettes.
“Yes, we have people who go to
sleep physically ln church," said Dr.
Taylor, “but the sleep of the body Is
not nearly as Important as the sleep
of the soul." In discussing this state
ment he likened the sleep of the soul
to the sleep of the body, and said the
sleeper ls insensible.
"There is a disease called sleeping
sickness. The person who gets this
disease gradually falls into a coma
and never awakens. I know a sleep
ing sickness of the soul that affects
the human soul Just as this sleeping
sickness affects the body. When you
were a child you were easily stirred.
Whenever you did anything wrong
(Continued on Page Two!

RECORD DIVORCE UST

Separation Of Unhappy Couples Features the

ship ln Winslow-Holbrook Post No. 1, ]
Park streets for the rededication of The American Legion. Department]
Winslow-Holbrook Square, and again of Maine, are deeply indebted to him 1
at the intersection of Broadway. for his successful and untiring efforts!
North Main street and Cedar street. in organizing this Post, the first I E E. Pierpont of Union went on part of the plaintiff's set of drums,
Where a large and Interested throng Legion Post in the State of Maine to I trial before a drawn jury yesterday, and knocked one-half of the set over
heard the square dedicated to the receive its charter.
board.
The defendant contended
charged with operating a motor
memory of a beloved World War vet
that it was a natural, unavoidable
He was a charter member having;
eran. Col. Walter Hillman Butler. joined Winslow-Holbrook Post No. 1. vehicle while under the influence of accident. Judgment was entered for
Liberty And Property
These exercises, under the direction May. 9, 1919.
Intoxicating liquor. Officers Chapman the defendant. Charles T. Smalley
Saner words were never uttered of Post Commander Levi E. Flint,
He was unanimously elected and and Drinkwater testified that the re appeared for the defendant.
than Mr. Taber's assertion that “while included prayer by the Department
• • • •
served
as its first Post Commander. spondents went by stop signs on Llmethe thoughtless would make men be chaplain. Rev. Corwin H. Olds; eulogy
Court Stenographer Fred S Rand
He also served the Department of
ant) park streets and on Broadlieve that the poor are always good by Department Commander Hector G.
and the well-to-do are always bad, Staples; the |firing of a volley by a Maine as Its first Department way when the officers stopped him was a frequent visitor to Knox County
they made him walk a line and they ln former years, but nine had elapsed
the courageous must tell the world squad from Battery E. 240th C. A.; Finance Officer.
Continuing his interest in military claimed he was drunk. The defend since his last previous visit. He has
that it ls honorable to toil. Labor of and the 'National Anthem, played by
life, he aided in recruiting and organ ant testified that he had had two 30 years' experience with high court
head, hand and heart ls the founda the IRockland City Band.
izing the Knox County battalion of glasses of beer to drink but he was pot-hooks, formerly being associated
tion of wealth. It is honorable to
The address by Department Com the 240 Coast Artillery, and served
not drunk. The jury reported a ver with Supreme Court Justices Whitehonestly acquire .property and to pay mander Staples, combined the elo
debts. It Is both Christian and pa quence of an Armistice Day oration as the first major of that battalion dict of “not guilty." Fred Burnham. house. Spear and Cornish.
8 • 8 8
triotic to conserve for the day of ad with a fine tribute for the young man and the following year was promoted Clarence W. Long and Annie Mank
The divorce list:
versity." Mr. Taber then continues' who occupied such a prominent place to Lieut. Colonel and Executive of Thomaston, and Timothy O'Donnell
and Rene J Thibeault of Rockland
Whether we like it or not. history- in Rockland's military, business and Officer of the regiment.
Raymond E. Jones of Thomaston
In the dedication of this memorial were drawn from the audience to from Madeline Jones of Hope, cruel
reveals the fact that freedom and the social affairs. The address follows:
square to the perpetual memory of serve on the Jury.
private ownership of property are as
and abusive treatment. Thompson
Walter Hillman Butler, may we
Dept. Com. Staples' Address
» • 8 •
Inseparable as life itself. State capi
for libellant.
We are gathered here today to again dedicate our organiation and The suit of John H. Williams of
talism, the destruction of property
Henry A. Moody of Rockland from
rights, the development of class or honor our gallant dead, to pay tribute ourselves to the sacred ideals which Union, administrator of the estate Ruth Moody of Brookline, Mass.,
group control in every nation and in | to those who bear the scars of battle are here represented, ever remember of Chester C. MacFarland, late of
cruel and abusive treatment. Cus
every period of history have finally and memories of War to rcdedicit® ing that the American Legion's Union, against John Abbott of tody of Henry F., minor child grant
principal
service
Is
for
Ood
and
for
Knox, was settled bclore trial. Mr. ed to Ruth Moody until further order
resulted .in the loss of religious and our lives to making permanent the
McFarland was instantly killed last of Court. Wilbur for libellant.
political freedom. There is no pur blessings of Peace. On this day we Country.
suit of happiness unless there can be feel a solemn national unity, as wc
April, while on a fishing trip with
Oladys M. Allen of Rockland from
Mr. Abbott, when the machine in
security, not only in our person and consider the tragic cost of War. W®
Maurice
K. Allen of New Bedford,
ln our right to labor, but in our of the American Legion have known
which they were riding left the road
desertln. Wilbur for libellant.
bitterly
what
war
means.
We
are
de

equally great right to store the fruits
Cong. Smith Among Those and collided with a tree. The action Irma H. Ames of Camden from Al
termined that our sons and daughters
was brought under a special statute
(Continued on Page Eight)
Who Want Czechoslo to recover $10 000 for the exclusive lison O. Ames of Buzzards Bay,
shall never know an America ln a
war. If we in honor can pi event It
benefit of Mr. McFarland's young Mass., non-support. Custody of Janet
vakia Investigated
The sacrifices and valor of all those
widow and their infant child. Eleanor, minor child, granted to
i who served made possible the original
The Tariff Commission has an Charles T. Smalley of Rockland for Irma H. Ames until further order of
plaintiff; Locke, Campbell * Reid j
Charles F. Dwinal for libel
Armistice Day and this anniversary.
The Top Prelim, Won By What greater honor, what more nounced a hearing Dec. 14 on wom of Augusta for defendant.
lant.
en's and Misses cemented shoes pur
Eldora C. Robinson from Horace
Babe Quiron, Carried Off ' sincere tribute can we render our de
parted and disabled Comrades than suant to the Walsh resolution passed
W. Robinson of Camden cruel and
Knute
Carlson
of
South
Thomas

the Honor*
to bring to attainment the Ideals for ln the closing days of the last session
abusive treatment.
Custody of
ton pleaded guilty to a charge of
of Congress.
Oeorge W.. minor child, granted to
Leon Halstead and |Earl Peters which they fought, for which they
operating
a
motor
vehicle
while
un

suffered, for which they died. It This hearing will be held under Sec
Eldora C. Robinson until further or
were advertised to hoist the curtain is our sacred obligation to carry on tion 336 of the Tariff Act which per der the Influence of intoxicating
der of Court. Charles F. Dwinal for
liquor,
and
was
sentenced
to
30
days
at the Potato Bowl last night, but their fight to protect the peace and mits raising or lowering the tariff 50
libellant.
in jail.
percent when the commission finds
the assignment was taken over by the security of America.
•
•
•
•
Nineteen years ago today, the justifying differences in cost of pro
(Continued on Page Two
Percy Colson and Joe Joki, Colson
Jeannette Oliver of Thomaston
most
thrilling cry in all history burst duction here and abroad.
scoring in all four rounds over his
The resolution demanding the In pleaded guilty to a charge of being
from the lips of all mankind to re
smaller opponent.
sound throughout a war-torn and vestigation was introduced by Sena an idle and disorderly person. She YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The management put on an added ] weary World. It sprang from the dy tor Walsh of Massachusetts, after was sentenced to the Women's ReIf I had my life to live again I would
feature in the form of a wrestling I ing echoes of that last exploding shell many New England Senators and formatory at Skowhegan. Sentence have made a rule to read some poetry
j bout between Ray Steele, a former on blood soaked Western Front, like Representatives had voiced alarm at was suspended, and she was placed and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes la a
| heavyweight wrestling champion who a leaping electric spark shot over the the influx of cement and compo shoes ' on probation for two years,
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
floored Casey Jones In six minutes entire globe until all humanity took from Czecho-Slovakia.
WHAT PEACE CAN WOMEN BRING
with a body lift and slam.
Eleanor Dickinson ol Rockiand
Representative Smith of Maine,
it up with a delirium of Joy:
ls not strange that men should fight
Dusty Peters outpointed Art La"Fini La Guerre," “The End of with Representatives Rogers of Mas pleaded guilty to a charge of being It
For men have always gone
brassa of Waterville in the first pre War."
sachusetts and Jenks of New Hamp an idle and disorderly person. 8hc To battle on the land and sea.
81nce ancient history’s dawn
liminary taking three of the four
All bells in Christendom pealed shire demanded action under Sec was sentenced to ihe Women's P.e- But women now seize fighting swords,
rounds.
Whole nations bent knees In player tion 336 and were promised an inves iormatory at Skowhegan. Sentence The sabers, aiyi the guns.
To murder other women's mates.
In the top preliminary, thought by of thanksgiving.
tigation. Secretary of State Hull said was suspended, and she was placed on And mutilate thelr sons!
many fans to be the best bout of the
Scenes of indescribable Jubilation that such an investigation would be probation for two years.
It ls to women men must turn
night. Babe Quiron of WaterviUe won were recorded ln every country. Tlie embarrassing because the State De
•8 8 8
When throbs of battle cease;
Where
there are wounds that should be
a hard slugging contest from Walter greatest war of all times was ended partment was commencing negotia
Frank F. Harding made his debut
bound.
And
need
of succor, peace
Reynolds, taking three of the four The Armistice was signed. The days tions for a reciprocal trade agYee- as an attorney in a hearing before
So when they mark a boy to WIU
rounds..
of wholesale carnage and destruction ment with Czecho-Slovakia. Hear Judge Fisher Friday when he ap And watch his young blood fling
The semi-final was rather slow, and heartbreak were over. Millions ings by the reciprocity information peared for the plaintiff ln the case Itself across the crowded street.
What peace can women bring?
Cecil Grant of Waterville getting the of people swore that it must never committee for the Czecho Slovakian oi James E. Manning of Portland
The
world's wide hope that war should
nod over Ponzi Cochran, three rounds happen again. Peace had returned agreement .were held two weeks ago,; against V. L. Packard of Rockland
end
to one.
and must ever remain.
with testimony by many New Eng While Packard was transporting an Has been a woman’s goal.
What right has she to take arms then.
In the feature bout Dan Roberts
Those of you who were living on land shoe firms that they were be orchestra to Vinalhaven in his boat And sacrifice her soul?
What if her arm ls sure and straight.
of New York outpointed K. O. La- that stirring day of Nov. 11. 1918, will ing injured .by present rates and Aug. 6, 1937, he accidently hit Her
bullets do not miss—
mouoTIe, In every round.
never forget the unrestrained dem could not survive lowered protection against a set of temple blocks and a We used to pray for peace, dear God.

November Superior Court

Hearing On Shoes

Last Night’s Bouts

Haywood Storer was referee

onstrations with which America cclc

in a trade agreement.

rack for the block.-., which were a

What made us come to this?

Helen Welsh Inwr. •

The Courier-Gazette

Gvery-Other-Da)
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PACKING ’EM IN NIGHTLY

ROCKPORT

WARREN CROCKETT

Busy Grand Jury

Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs. Marion
In the death of Warren Crockett,
Richards, Mrs. Margaret Gregory which occurred Nov. 4 the people of Twenty-Six Indictments Are
My son, if sinners entice thee, I
Found In Lincoln County
(Continued from Page One)
that hits you, tie the cap under your and Mrs. Clarence Munsey motored Rocldand Highlands lost a very faithconsent thou not.—Prov. 1:10.
to Bangor Wednesday for the day , , , . ,
.
, ,,
chin!
Painting
the
church,
keeping
ful friend and neighbor. Very genAfter Dual Session
you knew it. You would try to cor
Mr. and Mrs. Zebediah Norton are
rect it. But you went on and the the shingles on the roof, is not all
erous and ever ready to help in any
Tlie Lincoln County grand jury
things you once hated you now love. there is to the Christian religion. moving from the Whitmore house to way he will be sadly missed. A quiet
reported yesterday, bringing in 20
Your conscience gradually fell into a Jesus said. ‘Go—get out of hcre and Camden.
Miss Helen Small was hostess Mon home-loving man he Was especially indictments five of which were
Exceeding the Speed Limit Is coma. You now fall into the arms go into all the world and make dis
of a sleepless devil who coos over you as ciples of all nations.' Jesus did not day night to the Trytohelp Club devoted to the three little children secret. It was re-assembled before
Taken As Prima Facie Evi
a mother over a child, until all the give a certain group of disciples this Fourteen were present and the time of his deceased nephew. Earle Bart members could leave the Court House,
dence Of It
preaching in Knox County will not work. Ever since the early church was spent with sewing. At the busi lett, who, with their mother, made to consider evidence newly-reported
move you. Only the almighty power started, everybody in it was equal be ness session plans were made for the their home with him. Mr. Crockett to County Attorney Weston M. Hilton.
It requires time and labor, expensive equip
Watch that speedometer needle as cf God can awaken you to the awful fore God in trying to make disciples. annual club birthday supper and was born in the old Sherer home Rising last night after its second
ment and country-wide facilities to provide
you drive your car along Maine condition in which you are.
Everyone of your friends and neigh party to be held Nov. 22 at the ves stead, corner of Maverick and North session, the jury reported six' more ,
bors
can
be
invited
to
these
meetings
try.
Next
week
the
club
will
meet
"Oh,
men
and
women,"
said
Dr.
cheeking account service for you—but it is not .
Main streets June 6. 1860. eldest son indictments, all of which were secret.
roads for as soon as it registers over
Just
think:
say
that
there
are
con

with
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Crone.
Taylor,
“
may
1
tell
you
that
sin
is
a
of
Warren
and
Sylvania
Sherer
In
the
first
report
four
indictments
35 miles per hour you are breakYOUR time or YOUR labor, and you do not
desperate disease, a deadly reality; servatively in this building. 1233 hu
Rev. J. W. Hyssong and family and Crockett. When he was 10 years were found against Edwin E. Poor
the law and may end up paying a
provide the facilities.
and the people who have been beaten man souls who believe that God for their guests. Deacon and Mrs. John old his father built and the family of Boothbay Hurbcr charging for
fine to some municipal court.
by tlie powers of sin and fallen into a Christ s sake has pardoned their sins, Bradford and Deacon and Mrs. Lyn moved to ihe house on the ,Gld Coun gery. other bills were: Wendell
Although the general public, some coma of evil, need a desperate cure. who definitely consecrate themselves
It would be an impossible expense for you as
wood Newcomb of Newport, R. I., ty road where he had since resided. A. Genthner of Waldoboro, reckless
lawyers, and even police officers are We have to be cruel to be kind to to winning one soul. What would
Sept. 12 he entered Knox Hospital driving; Clarence Curtiss, breaking,
also Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lane, Jr.,
an individual to send checks for collection
not aware of the stringent provisions awaken some people to their lost con happen, if 12C3 people who are no,
and daughter Marion were enter for an operation. A second opera entering and larceny ; Edwin C. Sher
through
a dozen cities and as many banks.
of the statute the fact remains, nev dition before God.
Christians, should become Christians tained at dinner Tuesday night at the tion was performed Oct. 25, and man. breaking, entering and larceny;
ertheless, that 35 miles per haur is
• • • •
in Knox County?
home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. though everything possible was done Freeman Wotton of Boothbay Harbor,
Your checking account offers you one of the
the maximum legal speed limit, and , “The church for the last 25 years
Walker.
for him by nurse and doctors it was breaking, entering and larceny; Thelthat it is prima facie unlawful for has soft-pedaled the reality and con-' “We all understand the little word
best bargains for saving time, money, labor
Mrs. Nellie Morton has returned a case where care and skill were of bert Mank and Ruth Creamer of
sequences and God's judgment of sin.! Sin, which has net been repealed yet.
any person to exceed this limit.
and risk that can be had in any goods or
no avail and the end came Nov. 4. Waldoboro, statutory charge; Guy
The regulations do provide for a It never needed to be emphasized His Satanic Majesty works 24 hours home after a pleasant trip.
During the eight long weeks he spent J*wls of Boothbay Harbor, larceny;
service
that you use in life.
greater speed along through ways more. We are afraid to do something a day. and he works everyone on his Ralph Wilson has returned to in the hospital his sister Adelaide was
Morrell Bryer of Boothbay Harbor,
that
might
disturb.
We
need
men
I
side
until
they
are
through,
and
then
Criehaven
after
spending
a
few
days
if these ways are so posted under
with him every afternoon and many forgery; Sherman Lewis of Bath, lar
municipal jurisdiction, but since like Wesley. Whitefield, Martin Lu- I he throws them out on the ash heap with his family,
evenings and whenever possible his ceny; Frank Cole of Bath, larceny;
there are no roads of this kind in ther, John Knox, Jonathan Edwards, j Some of your children, your relatives.
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell is confined to brother Maynard was there.
Edward Dwighton of Boothbay Har
the state at the present time, this to arouse the people today. Seme- i are slipping into his hand. If every her home at Simonton with a
Mr. Crockett leaves a sister, Mrs. bor, statutory charge Stanley Cates
*
* *
i ,» . • A.
portion of the statute means little or I times papers say I sound like the old member of the church would work sprained ankle as a result of a fall, Adelaide Bartlett, a brother. May of Rockland, drunken driving.
ROCKLAND. CAMDKN, UNION,
VINALHAVEN, WARREN
nothing. Fortunately very few offi- men of 150 years ago. I wish I had like the devil for righteousness, as he High ^001 students began bas- nard Crockett; a brother-in-law,
cers either State or local strictly en the power to awaken the people as works for wrong, we could shake this ketball practice this week,
Charles Harding of Somerville. Mass.;
MRS. KATHERINE COOMBS
force the letter of the law along such they did! The church has not been county for God.
The Grammar School band will five nephews, one niece and 15
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPO5I
SUR ANCt COPFiORATIO^'
a way under normal circumstances. facing her responsibility and unless
"Oh. my friends. I beg of you to- give a minstrel Show Nov. 24 at Town grand nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were held Sunday
But in case of accident the 35 mile there is a genuine spiritual upheaval night.—do something for the Lord! hall. Much progress has been made
The funeral was held from Mr. for Mrs. Katherine Coombs, who died
per hour speed limit can be and often , m the social, economic and moral Become active for Him. It may be ^y this group of young musicians Crockett's late home, 427 Old County Nov. 4 at 183 Limerock street, at the
is held to by the investigating offi world, we will go down with the rest you will be misunderstood, they criti- since the band's organization last road, Sunday Rev. j. Charles Mac home of her son, Horace Coombs, Parker of Cambridge. Mass.; flve
CUSHING
cer and the driver who admits that of the world. Letus quit playing with I cised Jesus. Do your best to show summer and this performance should Donald officiating The bearers were with whom she made her home.
brothers. I. L. Cross, Justin Cross and
he was "only going 40 miles per hour” sin. God is not mocked. 'Whatso- the people of this county that the draw a large patronage,
Ibrook C. Cross of Rockland; George
,,
Rev. F. F. Fowle of Winthrop and „
Dana Sherer, S. D. Crosby, A. J.
,_
.
.
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Lindahl leave
\ir and jjrs jj G Heistad re Moody and W. L. Gregory, all old j Rev. Charles E. Brooks officiated. Tlie Cress
has already pronounced himself ever a man soweth, that shall he also people of the church wish this place
of Thomaston, and Harry Crbs-s
.
.
. . ...
today for Sarasota, Fla., where they
guilty at least of a speeding violation. reap.' Wake up and come and be filled with men and women coming turned Tuesday night from New York neighbors. The flowers were many | beautiful floral tributesbespoke of the of, „
Boston; and seven grandchildren.
___ _ . ....
„ . ,
,
... *»11 spend the winter.
Strangely enough the only excep saved
to Jesus Christ! "
where they were guests of Rolf Heis- andbeautiful,especially thebeautiful I high esteem inwhich she washeld.
Burial was in Vinalhaven, the
Mrs' j€ssie Woodcock returned
There will
tion to thc general law is granted to
“Again," said Dr. Taylor, "a sleeper j There
will be
be aa service
aervice in
in the
the ComCom- tad for Offjcial and social affairs basket of flowers given by 41 old
Deceased was born in Churchill, bearers being A. A. Peterson, Alton
passenger buses having a seating is inactive. ^ere »re namM
j “lunity
^y Building on Saturday ®evening
VW1
eiven for Dr Halvdan Koht, Nor- neighbors. Interment was in Achorn Md-71 years ago. When a young girl Roberts. E. G. Carver. Owen Roberts Suncay to Lewiston. with her son.
’ Karl w oodcock.
capacity of over seven persons. Such church rolls, but there is grave doub: j at 7 30. One of the special features of wegian Minister of Foreign Affairs, cemetery Those attending from out she went to Vinalhaven and was mar and Charles Webster. Interment was
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell J. Rivers of
buses, which, incidentally, take up as to whether those names are in the that service wlll be the playing of which included a lecture at the Sea of town were Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge ried to George Coombs. With her in Ocean View cemetery.
____________
’ ' Pcrtland were guests last weekend of
considerably more highway space Lamb's Book of Life. They go to'Scotch airs by Laurie. Charlie will' mans Church in Brooklyn, a recep- Harding of Westbrook, Lloyd Harding family she passed many years there
than pleasure vehicles are allowed to church on Sunday, sing hymns, readpreach on the theme: "The Erc.hers tion at the Norwegian Club (also in of Arlington, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. I and leaves a large circle of friends.
Agricultural conservation payments
Parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Rivers,
go 45 miles per hour.—Kennebec the Bible, say prayers, keep a good ; and Sisters of Jesus."
Mrs. Marie Singer and Mrs. John
Brooklyn) and a banquet at the Wal- Charles Harding, Jr., of Melrose,' She was a member of Union Church. under the 1937 program in Maine wlll
house, don't lie. cheat or steal. Bu:
On Sunday afternoonat 3 o'clock, dorf Astorla OnSu'nday and MonJournal,
be made at the maximum rates ten- Brown of Thomaston were callers
Mass., Miss Isabel Harding. Somer- ; Vinalhaven.
they never do anything aggressively Charlie will give us theunvarnished day Uiey were guests
of Mr and ville, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Sheridan
Besides her sons Emile and Horace. tatively provided in the schedule an- Tufcday on Miss Mina A. Woodcock,
for Christ. A 'dead head' on the train truth on America's condition, under Mrs Carleton G. Cole (Thordis Bartlett, South Eliot, Maine. Dl ' she Is survived by three sisters. Mrs nounced last December. County adMrs. Annie Rivers entertained vislis a man who doesn't pay any fare, the subject, Pigs Is Pigs.
Heistad) at Oakdale, Long Island.
health prevented the attendance of Walter Lamson of Waltham. Mass : minlstration expenses wlll be deduct- tors Wednesday ln honor of her birth
At the great mass meeting Sunday
....
he doesn't work for his passage; he
Charles Harding Sr.
Mrs. Charles Walsh and Mrs. Fred ed from payments within the county, day.
The Battery F Service Club just rides on his company's reputa evening. Dr Taylor will preach on Supt. and Mrs. George Cumming of
Of Thomaston Has Armis tion. Now, if every’ church member “A Tremendous Word of Fear Let Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
rcwrr- •
in America who is inactive had 'D. ters."
Graffam were entertained at dinner
tice Exercises
There wiil be services each day of recently at the home of Mr. and Mrs
H.' marked after his name on the
church record book. I wonder how | next week at 7.30, with the exception Walter L. Ballard.
At the meeting of Battery F Serv
many ‘D. H.'s’ we would have. If[ of Saturday.
Mrs. Mvra Strong who has been
ice Club Wednesday night. Armistice
visiting her sister Mrs. Lucia Shlbles.
observance was ln order. The meet
left Wednesday for Florida where she
ing opened with the pledge of al
w.ll again spend a winter.
legiance to the flag, led by the
A surprise pantry shower was ten
chaplain, W. R. Hoffses. The song
dered
Miss Evelyn Carver Thursday
service led by Lieuts. Ralph Calklin,
night at the hcme of her parents, Mr
included "America" and "The Star
Arthur P. Stinson of Woolwich de- and Mrs. Charles Carver. The af
(Continued from Page One)
Spar.glcd Banner." Major George
sertion. Wilbur for libellant.
fair was arranged by Miss Muriel'
Sidney G. Sayer of Rockport from
A. Blaney who is an honorary mem
Flora E. Kaler from Walter L. Gilts and was attended by 14 neigh
Charlotte
B.
Sayer
of
Rockland,
cruel
ber df the club tock a prominent part
Kaler both of Rcckland for the cause
and abusive treatment. Burrows cf extreme cruelty. Otis for litel- bors and friends. Beano was the
in the exercises.
popular pastime and refreshments
One candidate was admitted to and Francis W. Sullivan for libellant, lcnt.
were served. Those present were; I
the club which now numbers 24, with
Clarice B. Burgess from Wilson E.
Arthur S. Wyllie from Gertrude Ralph Y. Ingraham of Seattle.
"A
four applications for membership Burgess of |Rockland. cruel and
Wyllie of Thomaston, cruel and abu Wash. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ingra
awaiting the action of the next meet- ' abusive treatment. Custody of Donsive treatment. Custody of Neil Ar ham. Fred Wallace. Mrs. Myra Giles,
ing. The boys are formulating plans £ld A minor cnild, granted to
thur, minor child, granted to Arthur Miss Muriel Giles. Mrs Gladys Wilto decorate the hall, which the older Clarice B. Burgess until further
S. Wyllie until further order of Court. ron. Mr and Mrs E A Champney.
embers recall as the scene of many crder of court. Wilbur for libellant,
a fine banquet in the days of the old
A Cr3Wley from ^y Myrtle E. Ripley from George R. Mrs Ellen Bchndell, Herbert Crock
Ripley, of Washington, cruel and ett, Mr. tnd Mis. Charles Carver and
Eureka Hose Co.
Crowley of Thomaston, desertion abusive treatment. Custody cf Doro Miss Evelyn Carver. The guest of
A fine luncheon was prepared by Gould fQj. ]ibellant
thy A., minor child granted to Myrtle henor was generously remembered
the cooks of the Battery, John Aus
Florence B. Philbrook from Austin E. Ripley until further order of with gifts.
tin Staples and Lester A. Gray.
T. Philbrook of Rockland, cruel and Court.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlton Daucett
Tuppcr and Boucher of
Cook Staples remained during the
went Thursday on a motor trip to
initiation ceremonies, but was ex-,abusive
abuslve treatment
treatment. Libellants name Boothbay Harbor for libellant,
cused from the meeting. He said he ls chan8ed 10 Florence B. Fitzgerald.
Lcuise S. Rhodes from Cecil A. Manchester N. H.. where they wlll
had to go home and saw wood but Gould for libellant
Rhodes of Camden cruel and abusive visit relatives for the remainder of
the week.
anyone knowing Austin would call
Nina P. Arey of Rockland from treatment. Tirrell for libellant.
Mrs. Joseph Stoddard of Lincoln
that an excuse to get away, as he is Joseph M. Arey of East Boston. Mass.,
Ivy P. Berggren from Rudolph V.
never quiet long enough to go non support. Libellant s name is Berggren both of Rocklar.d. cruel ville Beach was guest Wednesday of
through a full meeting.
changed to Nina Perry Greeley. and abusive treatment. Tirrell for Mrs. Charles Carver.
Mr. and Mrs. William Proctor and
The club has received a fine vic- Gould for libellant.
libellant.
BUICK SPIRAL
epurl tadan—$1012 delivered at find. t'cnderwcUe, while tidewaU tint and epteial acceeturiee extra.
her
daughter. Miss Marion Parsons,
Jessie M. Mfddieton from Allan H.
trola as a gift from a former officer
Annie Clark Skinner from Berton cf Lewiston have returned home after
of the Battery and it will be placed in Middleton of Vinalhaven, cruel and G. Skinner of Rockport.' cruel and
And wherever there’s a Buick
Meaning —the Most Modern Automobile in the World
the hall as soon as the interior dec abusive treatment. Custody of Eliza abusive treatment. Libellant is per a visit at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
E. S. Bohndell.
dealer there’s a chance to try this
orators have completed their labors. beth J„ minor child, granted to mitted to resume her former name.
Deacon and Mrs. John Bradford
is the new 1938 Buick-with DYNAFLASH ENGINE
great car out—now, today!
The crew, in charge of Staff Ser Jessie M. Middleton until further Annie Clark. Tirrell for libellant.
fnd Deacon and Mrs. Lir.wood Newgeant Libby, is anxious to get the order of Court. Wilbur for libellant.
Leland G. Wallace of Friendship c;mb. who have been guests of Rev.
and orque ree
pringing
quarters in suitable condition. "Ted,"
George A. Parker of West Rock from Susie L. Wallace of Beverly.
and Mrs. John Hyssong at the Bap
as usual, is in the role of foreman. port from E. Charlotte Parker of
Mass., desertion. Wilbur for libell tist parsonage returned Wednesday
MATCH THESE VALUES!
F YOU’VE put a sparkling 1938
To say it’s quick —nimble —agile is
Plans are now underway for the Portsmouth, N. H. cruel and abusive
ant.
to Newport. N. J.
Complete
with DYNAFLASH engine and
to
do
only
fractional
justice
to
its
Buick
through
its
thrilling
paces
—
formation of a basketball team by treatment. Custody of Gladys B..
Mrs. Frederick H. Sylvester has
Jennie E. Kncwlton from Albert
TORQUE.FRE$ SPRINGING, these models de
DYNAFLASH engine and what it
Battery F of Thomaston. This will minor child, granted to George A.
liver at Flint, Mich, at these prices: Buick
And tried to say in words what this
not be connected with the Service Parker until further crder of Court. E. Knowlton both of Camden, cruel re-urned to Wollaston. Mass., after
does every time you touch off its
Special business coupe, $945; Buick Special
,and, abusive treatment. Perry for a visit of two weeks' with her sister, j
standout car’s got—
Club but will be known as the Bat Burrows for libellant.
4-door touring sedan, $1047; CENTURY 4-door
thrifty power.
Miss A. Hortense Bohndell.
1
libellant.
tery F Team Players will be equipped
touring sedan, $1297; ROADMASTER 4-door
Chester H. Spear of Warren from
At the Baptist Church services
And found to your surprise you
An annulment of marriage was
with artillery-colored uniforms and Ruth E. Gpear of Rockland, cruel
touring sedan, $1945; LIMITED 8-pussenger
To
call
its
T
orque
-F
ree
S
pring

Sunday will begin at 11 o'clock with
couldn't begin to do it justice—
sedan, $2350. Special accessories, local taxes
are going out to make a better rec and abusive treatment. Burgess for | granted to Lillian Ernestine Bartlett
sermon by the pastor, subject, ' Being ride velvety is only to partif any and freight extra.
’
of
Washington
from
Perley
M.
Bart

ord than they did in baseball.
libellant.
Listen, don’t think you’re the
picture its ride. Use the words jar
lett of Rockland for the reason that liev.'fig that Jesus is the Son of God," j
The club has the books open for
Mildren L. Bunker or Rockland
only one!
less, level, floating, serene—and
the petitioner"^-as not competent to 12 o'clock noon Bible School; 6 p. m.
new members and anyone in the Bat
from George H. Bunker of Matinieus,
you come a little closer.
enter into the marriage contract. Ycnng People's Society Christian En- '
tery who cares to join, may present
cruel and abusive treatment. Cus
deavor, Miss Vera Easton leader;
“It’s gotta lotta ummt>h!” say trier
Tirrell for libellant.
his name to the secretary.
A SAFETY CUSHION ON EACH WHEEL!
tody of George Hoover Bunker, minor
But still you neglect the directathere will be no evening session allI
outers vainly trying to express all
Clifton L. McNally of Rockland
Buick replaces the usual type spring with this special
child granted to libellant until fur
arc urged to attend Evangelistic servbility this car gets from its new
the marvelous things they’ve felt.
spring of stout coiled steel and big direct-acting
from Ruth B. McNally of Vinalhaven,
„
.
BIG KILL OF DEER
Transport Type shock absorbers. Rigidly aligned hy
ther order of Court. Payson for
,
. k* »t Community Building in Rockrear springing, the reduced risk of
cruel and abusive treatment. Roberts , .
„„
8
the Torque Tube, rear axle and wheels cannot twist or
libellant,
land at 7.30. This church is co-op"Untniph!
”
meaning
zip
—
flash
—
distort, cannot affect steering, greatly reducing danger
skidding,
the
simpler
maintenance,
Com. Stobie Believes It Will Be 5003
for libellant.
Irom skids. No shackles, no grease points, no chatter, no
Jessie M. Baird cf Hope from Wil
crat.ng with the Spiritual Recovery '
power. “Ummph!”meaning all you
Wenonah Ernestine Peterson from
In Excess of Last Year
and longer rear tire wear that go
premature rear tire wear.
bur I. Baird of Camden, cruel and
Crusade.
Tire
Trytohelp
Club
will
i Thcrolf Peterson cf Vinalhaven, nenever expected to find in a car—and
with it.
abusive
treatment.
Custody
of
meet
Monday
night
at
the
home
of
A 1937 deer kill of 25.000 in Maine,
1 support. Custody of Ira Swen. minor
a great deal else in addition!
5030 more than last year, is predicted Fhyliss, Marion, Wilbur and Rita, I child, granted to Wenonah Ernestine Mrs. Elizabeth Crone.
No, you can’t cramp a new Buick
minor
children,
granted
to
Jessie
M.
Mrs.
Cora
Upham.
Miss
Marion
SPRINGING
by Fish and Game Commissioner
Fact is—demonstration, not conver
Peterson until further order of Court.
into words — only its action can
Upham. Mrs. Orra Burns with Mr.
Stobie. Stobie said more hunters Baird until further order of Court. Roberts for libellant.
sation, is the thing to describe this
tell its story.
"pursued game in Maine last month Z. M. Dwinal for libellant.
; Roger Sorrent of Rcckland from end Mrs. Charles King of Camden
new
Buick.
Evelyn M. Eaton from Maynard A. Grace Sorrent Qf Portland fQr lhc attended Eastern Star inspection
than during any October on record."
He said the sale of hunting licenses Eaton of Camden, cruel and abusive cause of adultry. Tirrell for libellant. Monday in Jefferson.
Commander Howard A. Tribou.
last month was 59 percent in excess treatment. Custody of Alfred and,
U.S.N. Medical Carps. returned
of those during a similar period last Haitand, minor children, granted to I
Friday to Portsmouth. N. H.. after a
year. For the first time since he as Evelyn M. Eaton until further order
NOW IS THE TIME! week's visit with his mother. Mrs.
sumed his duties as commissioner sev of Court subject to the followig con
WATER PIPES RENEWED
Nancy J. Tribcu.
eral years ago, he said, it was neces ditions that the father have the right
j
AND WIRED OUT
Motors Value
Paintors have begnn work on the
A GENERAL
sary to re-order printing of out of to see them at reasonable times and
*
NEW
SEWERS
LAID
places. Perry for libellant.
exterior of “Nimahathe summer
State licenses blanks twice.”
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
Phyllis M. Sutherland of St. George
home of Mrs. Mary Louise Bok on
Stobie said deer not only were
PLUGGED
"plentiful" in the "big woods” hut also from Albert W. Sutherland of BoothSEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS Beauchamp avenue.
bay Harbor, cruel and abusive treat
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will
in other sections.
AND CEMENT WORK
ment. Custody of Marilyn J., minor
■ meet at the vestry Wednesday for an
REPAIR CELL# It WALLS
, all-day session. A fish chowder will
Waterproof truck covers and spray child, granted to Phyllis M. Suther- j
] be served at neon and members are
hoods made to order. Old covers land until further order of Court.
712 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1000-W
TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND, ME. I urged to attend. Those not solicited
waterproofed. Awning service. Rock Wilbur for libellant.
Allie B. Stinson of Rockland from
, are asked to furnish sweets.
land Awning Co., 16 Willow St.
*
THREB-TIMES-A-WEEK

You Could

NEVER DO THIS
for Yourself

Unlawful Driving

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

Observed The Day
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C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

S. E. EATON

Every-Other-Da/

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 1-30—Deer hunting Mason ln sev
eral counties Including Knox. Lincoln,
Waldo and Hancock.
Nov. 7-29—Knox County Spiritual Re
covery Crukadc at Community Building.
Nov 14—"National Oranga Oo ■ To
Church Sunday,” to be observed' by
Llmerock Valley Pomona Orange at tha
Plrst Baptist Church.
"av II -Republican Ward Caucuses
Nov. 15—Tensnt's Harbor—Father and
Son banquet at Baptist Church.
Nov. 18—Fall Flower Show ln ToWrr
room of Community Buildlnc.
Nov. 17—Anderson Camp Auxiliary
fair at Orand Army hall.
Nov. 17—Republican Mayoralty Cau
cuses.
Nov.
18—Thomaston—Meeting
of
Parent-Teacher Association at High
School assembly halL
Nov. 19 (2 to 8 30)—Woman's Educa
tional Club meets at Miss Lenore Ben
ner's.
Nov. 19—Union—Grade School fair at
gymnasium.
Nov. 19—Knox County Fish and Oame
Association holds membership meeting
In Thomaston.
Nov. 20—Eighth annual Vinalhaven
banquet and dance at Twentieth Cen
tury Club. Boston.
Nov. 22—Annual meeting of Chamber
of Commerce at Tempi" Hall.
Nov. 24—Rockport—Grammar School
Minstrel Show at Town hall.
Nov. 25—Thanksgiving
Dec. 2—Edwin Llbby Relief Corps fair
at Orand Army hall.
Dec. 2—Thomaston—Federated Circle
Christmas fair at Congregational veetry
Dec. 7-8—Hobby Show at Community
Building.

Pago Three

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 13, 1937
Limerock Valley Pomona meets in
Bt. George today.
Zenas Melvin is having a fort
night's vacation from the Knox
County Trust Co.

|

SPECIAL SALE
WEEK OF NOV. 15-20
COMBINATION

STORM AND SCREEN
DOORS

3 ft. x 7 ft.
Ohly 18 degrees above zero at 5
( * ft. 10 x 6 ft. 10
o’clock yesterday morning, accord
2 ft. 8 x 6 ft. 8
ing to Walter Dimick who gets up j At Our Yard I 2 ft 6 x 6 ft. 6
considerably before the sun.
Any cf these four listed sixes at
this remarkably low price—Cash
Pleasant Valley Grange will have j Only!
SAVE 25% ON FUEL
its annual inspection next Tuesday J Insulate
your hcme with Storm
night. Officers will be at the hall on j Sash. This saving is a fact—not
Sunday evening at 6 or as soon after a fancy.
Our Savings in Purchases Are
as possible, for a full rehearsal of
Pas-.ed On To Our Customers
the fourth degree.

$5.25

;
1
,
■

Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., will >
hold a card party Monday afternoon,
the second in a series. Mrs. Annie 1
Aylward will be hostess.

By agreement of all radio broad- |
casting chains the time of the Presidtnt's broadcast on the Unemplovment Census Sunday night, has been ’
changed from 9.30 to 10.30.
Tne American Legion Auxiliary is
invited to attend the Joint installa
tion of Huntley-Hill Post and Aux
iliary to be held at 2 o'clock Sunday
afternoon.

The men of the parish will have
CHAS. E. STARRETT
charge
of the circle supper Wednes
TEL.
6-12,
WARREN,
ME.
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, president of
day. Nov. 17 at the Universalist Church
Anderson Camp Auxiliary has asked
L. A. Walker, chairman has as an
all members who can to attend the
A large attendance is desired at assisting committee, W. H. Spear,
funeral of Mrs. Belle Bowley this
afternoon at;3I o'clockfrom her late th<? Monday afternoon meeting of the Ralph Loring. A. L. Briggs. Lester
Legion Auxiliary, as there are quilts ’ Sherman. A. B. Cooper, A. P. Russell
home.
to be tacked. Mrs. Minnie Smith ls Edward Gonia. Dr. B. E. Flanders,
Col. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross were chairman of the public supper to be Dr. C. P. French, E C. Payson, R. L.
in South China Thursday inspecting served by the auxiliary tonight at Smith. O. L. St. Clair, O. B. Lovejoy, C. E. Daniels, H. E. Comlns, A. R.
Roosevelt Camp. Sons of Union Vet Legion hall.
Marsh, Alfred Church and J. B.
erans. Mrs. Cross is department vice
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet Mon Robinson
president of the S.U.V. Col. and Mrs.
Cross also visited Comrade Hallowell, day night, Mrs. Priscilla Smith, pre
John J. Padbury of Brunswick was
steamer North Haven goes on the
a Civil War veteran, who is very UI. siding. Supper at 6 has Mrs. Ada
a business visitor in the city yester
Payson and Mrs. Susie Karl as house- railway Monday for her fall over
day.
The International Sunshine So keepers. A card party is scheduled hauling preparatory to a winter of ar—
i ciety will hoid its annual meeting for the afternoon activities, with Mrs. i duous service. Steamer W. S. White
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will meet with Minnie Miles, 31 Ocean strect
Lina Carroll hostess. These are busy will leave Tillson wharf at 1.30 today
Tuesday night with a short drill Monday afternoon. Picnic supper at
days for the Daughters and plans are on the first trip of the winter schedmeeting after the business session.
5.30 sharp. AU not solicited should being completed for the annual sale ule of the “Island boats.” As a mat
take sweets. The Society will ad which takes place Dec. 6.
ter of fact one boat will cover the
The annual meeting or the Rounds journ at 7.30 to the Community
whole run dally until the warm sun
Mothers Club will take place Thurs Building.
Harry Wallace. Jr., of Newport, R. of 1938's spring awakens the White
day night at the home of Mrs. Cor
I., fell while at play in the children's from her winter's hibernation in the
win Olds, Beech street.
The Registration Board will be In , playground in that city, breaking his snug southern berth at Tillson
session Nov. 24, 26. 27, 29, 30 and leg, necessitating his removal to the
It was a bit chilly at Austin Dec. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6. in connection city hospital. “Sonny” has many Wharf. The powerful North Haven
Moody's camp ln Warren Thursday with the forthcoming city election. friends In Rockland who will regret had little ice or stormy weather to ]
morning—only 10 above. That's one No names will be added on the last to hear of the accident as he has contend with during the mild winter
of the reasons he is leaving for Flor three dates. The sessions will be held spent several vacations here with his of '36-'37 but this season may test
her mettle.
ida Sunday.
from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. 3 p. m. to 5 | grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
p. m. and 7 p. m. to 9 p. m.
Pendexter.
Donald Libby of 13 Union lane was
Mrs. Eliza Plummer. District Presi
badly cut on the leg Wednesday
Attractions at the Strand Thcatre
The officers and members of Ruth dent, D.U.V., has returned from
while playing at the schoolhouse. Sev next week are Sunday, Monday and j Mayhew Tent. D.U.V.. are requested Oakland and Waterville where she
eral stitches were taken. Dr. P. P. Tuesday "All Baba Goes To Town.' to attend the funeral of one of Its paid an official visit to the Tents in
Brown is in attendance.
with Eddie Cantor; Wednesday and officers, Mrs. Eelle Bowley. Saturday that locality. The Sarah Sampson
Thursday, ‘That Certain Woman." I at 3 p. m. at her home. 299 Talbot Tent in Oakland has the distinction
An illustrated lecture on making with Bette Davis, Henry Fonda; Pri- avenue. Mrs. Bowley was guard of of having as one of its members,
photographic Christmas greeting day and Saturday. "Second Honey- Ruth Mayhew Tent and was very I Maine's only National President of
cards will be of interest to all Friend- moon,” with Loretta Young, Tyrone popular with the offlcers and mem- the D.U.V., Miss Louise Benson. The
ly Foto Fans. This lecture will be poWer
bers. shp was Qne Qf
most actlve Dorethea Dix Tent in Waterville is a
presented at the regular meeting
------members. always re#dy
help thQ£e very active organization, having the
Tuesday night at 7.30 at the OonThe eighth annual Vinalhaven bandistress Her
,s keen,y fe)t Department Junior Vice President. I
gregationai vestry.
quet and dance will be he73 Saturday bv [hp Tent
Mrs. Villa Caswell and Past Depart
night, Nov. 20. at 6.30. at the Twen_____
ment Presidents, Maude Merrick and
An interesting commentary on the tieth Century Club, 3 Joy street,
..................
The
annual meeting committee of Nella Merrick as members. A boun
popularity of Community Building , Beacon Hill, Boston. The reunionists ’ the Chamber of Commerce has corn- tiful supper was served with venison,
lies in the fact that lt is now being ! style themselves 'Vinalhaven Flsl?j pleted Its plans for Nov. 22, having as the main dish. Mrs. Plummer was I
hired a full year in advance. Com- Hawks. Eoston Lodge. No. 1." and are secured Harold F. Schnurle, chairman the guest of Mrs. Maude Leavitt and
mander Levi Flint has engaged the j jn jor anothcr grand good time, or of the Maine Development Commis- ' Mrs. Villa Caswell while in Water- J
premises for Winslow-Holbrook Post’s should be seeing that they meet on sion as speaker. A chicken supper ville; also calling on several friends
1938 Armistice Ball.
| Joy street.
will be served by the Eastern Star and relatives. Raymond Payson act
at 6.30 p. m. in Masonic Temple hall. ing as driver, visited relatives while
In order to co-operate with the
National Orange Oo To Church
comnnttee u conipCsed Of L. E. on the trip.
Senior class play, the flrst annual Sunday is tomorrow. Limerock Val- Jones chairman M.F. Lovejoy, Parker
Hobby Show date as been set aligad , jey Pomona and its subordinate
E. Wcrrey, Lawrence Miller. Walter
Ralph Wentworth, County Agent
to Dec 7-8 All chairmen are earn- Oranges will attend in a body mornC Ladd, Sumner C. Perry, and was the speaker at the Rotary meet
estly working to satisfy every case ' mg services at the First Baptist
Thcmas H. Chisholm. Tickets may be ing j'esterday. He gave an interest
This
exhibits vvi-:
col- cnu
church
that
“ show not only milium
rcn It is very necessary
neccssar" tnat
th»
'
lections, but starts visitors on a col-lcach officer of every Grange be pres- ch^
Mr
k
3b°Ut
PHaSeS
lection of hls own.
, ent or have a substltute The Grange Chamber of Commerce o®'*' Mr ; work in connection with his duties as
"..
.
7
.
_
g ; Schnurle has a message of interest| county agent. First
the
ex
.
..
,
„
will attend in a body, with Pomcna
h„,|nK.
A meeting of the Knox County Fish
1 for the business men of the com tension service—purely an educa
. _
...
i officers first, and will form in the „ ,
ui,
"rum
and Game Association will be held at!
.
.
I munity. taking as his subject Gen tional work designed to assist the
..
.
_
I vestry at 10 a. m.
eral Industrial Development."
the Baptist Church, Thomaston, i
_____
farmer in the newest and best ways
to make his farm pay;
sec
I
At
meeting of the Rockland
In Municipal Court yesterday
___
_____ ^e_Jeriy
City Committee of the Boy Scouts of
Harvey pleaded not guilty on ond, The Farm Bureau, an organi
zation of farmers banded together
hatchery manager. Department pf AmerIca held Wednesday these offla morals charge, was found guilty,
inland Fisheries and Game. He wlll i cers for the
were eIccted:
fined $209 and costs or 60 days in
show movies of his latest pictures.
I
Joseph E. Blaisdell;
, „ „
, . . .
,
.ment of farming conditions; third,
jail. He appealed but could not fur,
—
,
.
.
L
■,
j
__
...
j
Soil Conservation—the
i urer, Donald C. Leach; representa- nish $200 bail and was committed. Agricultural
, .
.
4
What qualities contribute most to
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This Certificate Is Worth $4.41

This certificate and 59c entitles the bearer to one of our Genuine Indestructible $5 OO VACUUM FILLER
SACKLESS FOUNTAIN PENS. Visible Ink Supply. You SEE the Ink. A lifetime guarantee with each
pen. Sizes for ladies, men, boys and girls. This pen will not leak, blob or break.

IN THE CHURCHES
SERMONETTE

Invader
The United States terms Japan
an invader and so in fact she is,
in the eyes of the world.
Prom my porch, overlooking the
sea. at Falmouth Foreside I have
sat many nights in the darkness
and it is dark these fall nights
upon the ocean. Away to the
South can be seen the flashes from
Portland Head. Ram Island. Cape
Elizabeth and the great green
light in Portland Harbor.
Due east a black spar buoy
marks the Inner danger point off
Sturdivant ledges and a mjle
further out a red can marks the
outside approach. These lights
and markers are placed to deliver
the souls, of mariners from death.
One cannot see the buoys, from
shore, at night but they arc there.
You cannot see the Mercy of
God. but it marks the course for
all.
God declares “the heavens re•veal his glory” and In every sea
and over every land these markers
utter speech and further:—there
ls no speech nor language where
thelr voice is not heard.
Japan has lost her soul but
the markers of God look down
upon and condemn her. "Thy ter
ribleness hath deceived thee, and
the pride of thy heart."
Lights and markers are for
those who can see. they are use
less to those who close their eyes
to them.
—William A. Holman.

At St. Peter's Church, Episcopal.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices fcr tomorrow will be appropri
ate for the 25th Sunday aftcr Trinity;
Matins at 7.10. Holj’ Communion at
7.39, church school at 9.30. Ho’.y
Eucharist and sermcn at 10.39. Ves
pers at 7.30

"The Staff of Life" is to be the sub
ject of the sermon at the First Bap
tist Church Sunday morning. Grange
groups from Knox County wiil attend
this meeting in a body. The choir
win the game (also choice of popular itar> , Ut “T*
suspended, and she was placed on
extensive under the direction of Mrs. Mibelle
magazines as award if returns are wengler'
Rockland Scout troops probation for one year. Irene Mank. i
“ y an extensive
8
d “
“
will cooperate in a big circus which proprletor of the rOomlng house. was ™am
inB Rotarlans
E' Squiers will sing. The church school
prompt) as to Educational Club mem
will be held during Anniversary week fined $100 and costs or 3o days jj, E T™e’ Hal Jameson, Ben Mathews with classes for all ages will meet at
bership drive to be reported at 2 pi m.
noon. This church unites with the
Camden'
------"
—
Ed.
Denney,
Dam
1 Jail. She appealed but did not ftirNov. 19 at Mrs. Lenore Benner’s, 126 In February.
ariscotta. Frank W. Fuller was a other churches of Knox County in
| nish $250 in bail and was committed, i
Camden street? Discussion topic—
the Spiritual CTUsade being conducted
At the final beano party held by Patrolmcn chapman and Drinkwater guest
the Success Complex.
in the Community Building by the
Anderson Camp Auxiliary. Mrs. Mac made (he rald a{ 3 a m Armistice
Taylor brothers, at 3 and 7.30 p m.
Reed was awarded the capital prize, pay
DORN
Among the Rocklandltes attending
Sunday.
_____
COOPER—At Liberty. Nov. 6. to Mr anil
the Belfast-Rockland game at Belfast the other winners being Mrs. Eliza- J
• • • •
Mrs Elwoqa Cooper, a daughter, Caro
Three hundred couples and a great lyn Elaine
Thursday were Principal and Mrs. beth Mitchell. Prances Weed, Mrs
At
the
Congregational
Church the
—At Noranda. Que . Oct. 18. to
Joseph Blaisdell, Miss Mary Haskell. Elizabeth Mills and Mrs. Nellie Me- Hyong of spectators enjoyed Wins- LINEKIN
Mr and Mrs Maynard Llnekln. for unified service cf public worship and
Klnney.
Next
Wednesday
the
annual
low-Holbrook Pest's Armistice Ball merly of Thomaston, a son. David
Miss Margaret Salmond, Albert Mc
church school is at 10.30 a. m., with
Maynard.
Carty. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Roblnsqn. fall fair of the Auxiliary will be held Thursday night at Community Build
the children sharing the worship
afternoon
and
evening,
with
public
ing in what was probably the most
Judge E. C. Payson, Miss Virginia
MARRIED
service and attending classes during
Bowley, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cum supper. The Order has received an successful ln the long series of dances BARTLE’i"i' -HALL—At Belfast. Nov. 6 the sermon. The sermon by Mr. Olds,
invitation
to
attend
the
installation
given by the Post. An exceptionally by Rev. Clifford L. Peaslee. James
mings and son Myron. Mr. and Mrs.
Bartlett and Frances H. Hall, both of I will be the fifth in the series on “The
Harold Karl and Mr. and Mrs. Clar of Huntley-Hill Post, V.P.W. Sunday flne job was done by the general com Montvllle.
Church of the Living Age Facing the
ence Barnard and family. Misses Ruth afternoon at K.P. hall. Tire presi mittee headed by Earl Alden. Beano RADLEY-GETCHELL— Norfolk Downs Ages To Come," and will deal with
Macs..
Oct.
30.
Lawrence
P.
Radley
of
dent
has
asked
all
committee
chair

went over with its usual bang under Quincy, Mass., and Miss Andrea
Ward. Eleanor Tibbetts and Helen
"The Attitude of the Modern Church
Korplnen, John Mazzeo. Natarlo Maz men of the fair to meet at the hall the guidance of M. M. Griffin. The Getchell of Wiscasset.
Toward Evangelism." Comrades cf
Nov.
Tuesday
night
to
decorate.
Nov.
6
Lesion's
own
12-plece
orchestra
pro|
barter
phelps
—
At
Rockiand,
zeo and Vaino Johnson. This repre
...
__ , :
by Rev. Charles A. Mars
Marstaller. the Way will meet In the vestry at
sentation was augmented by a large a School of Instruction was held vided excellent music. Mrs. Frank James Bartpr and Miss Mildred Phelps, 6.39 p. m . and the discussion will con
with Anderson Auxiliary exemplify McDonnell became the smiling pos both of Rockland.
number of the student body.
tinue on “The Five Greatest Tempta
ing the ritualistic work. Georgia sessor of the major prize. In con
DIED
tions of High School Life."
Patten,
deoartment
inspecting
offi

nection with this successful event lt MANK—At Waldoboro. Nov. 12. Sadie,
The home service department of
• • • •
che Central Maine Power Company cer, gave very helpful remarks. She must be remembered that use of the wife of James Mank. aged 57 years 1
At
the
Universalist
Church Sun
month, 2 days. Funeral Sunday at 2
held its flrst cooking school of the also congratulated the Auxiliary on building was made possible to Wins
o'clock from residence Interment ln day inor’.ing 10.t> D:. Lowe wi!
season Wednesday at the Universalist the excellent manner in which the low-Holbrook Post solely through the Qoshen cemetery.
—At Camden. Nov. II. Althea, preach on the "Cor.qucif ot Evil o>
vestry. Miss Ruth Cluff, demonstra work was done. Among others who courtesy of Charles & Laurie Taylor COLLINS
widow of Fred S. Collins, aged 74 Smouldering Grudges.
The quart-t
yea'rs, 5 months. 10 davs
Funeral
tor, was in charge, assisted by Miss spoke were Department President and the associates of revival services
choir
wi!I
sing
“
Behold
Thou ShaT,
Saturday at 2 o'clock from' 50 Mechanic
Martha Baumann of Lisbon Palls, Mildred Webster of Springvale, De who cheerfully gave use of the hall street.
Call a Nation" by Stevenson. M".
who has recently joined the Central partment Commander Charles Web on request. The building was hired GRAY—At Vinalhaven. Nov. 9. Grace M. Wyllie tenor, will si. & a select""!
wife of Homer Gray. Interment In
Maine staff in this city. A Thanks ster of the S.U.V., Mrs. Nellie DeHa- by the revival group several months Cummings' cemetery.
sclo. Ol.urch school Ririon will !) •
giving menu of tempting delicacies ven, department secretarj’ and Mr. ago.
held in the vestry at oon; klnde CARD
OF
THANKS
were mixed, cooked and baked with De Haven of Sanford, Mrs. Sara Sal
garten department for children from
We
wish
to
express
our
thanks
interesting instructions in detail. The ter, past department president and
An all-day rummage sale will be ' thosc who have shown U6 kindness durfoods were drawn at the end of thp I Byron Salter, past department com held Nov. 16 at I.O.O.F. hall bj' ln4 °br recent bereavement end to those
flowers.
Supper was Miriam Rebekah Lodge. Doers open who sent
session, the following being fortunate': mander of Belfast.
Mrs Clara E. Dow ar("l family.
*
Cocktail, Mrs. Freeman Beale; chick served with Mrs. Elizabeth Bar at 10 o'clock.--adv.
CARD OF THANKS
en, Miss Abbie McDonald; potatoes, ton bs 'general chairman, and
We wish to acknowledge with sincere
Mrs. Elizabeth Murray; onions. Mrs. Mrs. Doris Ames in charge of the
thanks and grateful appreciation the
many gifts of cards, flowers, fruit and
Amos Mills; turnip, Mrs. R. E. Daly; dining-room.
candy sent to our brother. Warren
Crockett, while he was ln Knox Hos
salad. Miss Dorothy Witham; pud
pital and will always remember how
Por Sale at Bargain Prices—New
ding, Mrs. Flora Berry; pie. Mrs. A.
much he enjoyed them and how they
I brightened hls days.
E* Richardson.
— Kerosene and Gas Electrolux Refrig
j We wish especially to thank hls
erators. one gas hot water heater
nurse. Mrs. Mary Maloney and Drs.
Fogg and North, who we feel surely made
Wiping out the murderous "Leop and several new arid demonstrator
a brave fight; we also wish to thank
MORTICIANS
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Austin J. Moody, who attended to our
Also for sale
ard Men" of Africa; Behind the Maytag Washers.
brother's farm work and many other
Ambulance Service
scenes at Monte Carlo; A deadly cheap; two used coal ranges, two used
favors while he was awav; also we thank
< Mr. and Mrs. James McLaughlin for
python for a pet; these and many electric refrigerators, three used
many
favors shown. We wish to thank
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
I the many frlneds who offered cars or asother unusual features ln the Amer range oil burners and one oil turn
! sUted In many ways ln our bereavement;
TEL. 662
ican Weekly Magazine distributed ing circulating heater. Inquire K. L. 361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND also for the beautiful flowers.
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKI-AND
Mrs A S. Bartlett and family. Mr.
with the November 14th Boston Sun Libby, % McLoon Sales & Service
119-tf and Mrs. Maynard Crockett. Charles
98tf
day Advertiser.
136* lt tel. 730 or 74-R—adv.
Harding and family.

BURPEE’S

Russell Funeral Home

THF. NEW PLUNGER FILLER—VACUUM
ZIP—ONLY ONE PULL AND ITS FULL
This PEN holds 200'! more ink than any ordinary fountain pen on the market! You can Write for Three
Months on One Filling! No Repair Bills. No Lever Filler! No Pressure Bar. Every Pen tested and guar
anteed by the factory to be unbreakable for life. Get yours NOW THIS PEN GIVEN FREE if you
can buy one in the city for less than FIVE DOLLARS! This Certificate good only while advertising
sale is on.
• INTRODUCTORY OFFER—This Pen will be $5.00 after Sale.
136*lt

Also $1.50 Pencils to Match Above Pens, only 29c
LIMIT

C. H. MOOR DRUG CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

PRESCRIPTION
SPECIALISTS

•

3 Pens to

Each
Certificate

DRUGS. CIGARS,
SODAS

Annual Clearance Sale

50$

DISCOUNT ON ALL
OUR 1937 PATTERNS

SALE STARTS MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15

C. M. Blake Wall Paper Store
662 MAIN STREET

three to flve years in the vestry
during the morning .ervice of wor
ship.
• • • •
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
Sunday morning at 10 30.
Rev.
Charles A. Marstaller will have as
his sermon topic "A Candid Exam
iner." There will be a duet by Miss
Barbara Bartlett and Miss Ruth
Hammond and a children's story will
precede the sermon. Church School
meets at 11.45 and there will be a
union service at the Community
Building at 7.30 p. m. The Woman's
Missionary Society meets with Mrs.
Rnlph Conant Thursday afternoon.
• • • r
Services at the Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church Sunday will start
with the Friendly Men's Bible Class
at 9.30 a. m. At the morning worship,
1030 o'clock, the pastor wlll have
charge cf this service, and Laurie
Taylor will be the preacher. Ine
vested choir, under the leadership of
Mrs. Lydia Storer, will render special
musical selections, and Miss Carol
Gardner will preside at the organ.
The Baraca Class and church school
will meet at noon. This church is
one of the churches uniting in the
Great Spiritual Recovery Crusade be
ing conducted by Charlie and Laurie
Taylor at the Community Building
auditorium. The second week of the
Crusade begins with a big mass meet
ing for everybody at the auditorium
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock, when
the sermon subject will be “Pigs Is
Pigs." Another big service will be
held in the auditorium in the evening
at 7 30.
MRS. WILLIAM T. COBB

Private funeral services for Mrs.
William T. Cobb were held from the
residence of her daughter, Mrs.
George B. Wcod. Talbot avenue Wed
nesday afternoon. Rev. Dr. John
Smith Lowe, pastor of the Universa
list Church officiated. The bear
ers were the two sons-in-law, Oeorge
B. "5Vood and Dr. E. H. Wiswall of
Wellesley. Mass., Joseph Emery, Wil
liam T. White. George B. Wood, Jr.
and William P. Wood. Interment
was in the Cobb lot, Achorn ceme
tery.
Mrs. Cobb died after a compara
tively short illness, at the home of
her daughter, ,Mrs. E. H. Wiswall, ln
Wellesley, Mass. The maiden name
of the deceased was Lucy Banks,
hcr father being Dr. William A.
I Banks, one of the best known surI gcons in Eastern Maine. She was
) barn Nov. 30, 1857, her age being but
i a lew months younger than that of
her husband, former Governor Wil
liam T. Cobb, to whom she was mar
ried June 14, 1882.
Mrs. Cobb was a member and active
in the interests of the Church of
Immanuel, Universalist, belonging
also to the Methebesec Club and
, Shakespeare Society. Her life was
quiet and unobtrusive, but marked by
i the bestowal of many benevolences.
!of which none knew but the beneI ficiaries.

TEL. 1061

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKPORT
Methodist Church, N. P. Atwood,
pastor, Sunday services: Church
school at 10 a. m. followed by a brief
talk by the pastor to the children,
at 11 o'clock morning service of wor
ship with sermon by Mr. Atwood, sub
ject "Doing and Being," anthem by
choir; Epworth League wlll meet at
6 o'clock but the 7 o'clock service will
be omitted due to the Spiritual Recovery service at Rockland.
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday night at the home of Mrs
Maynard Ingraham
• • • •

admitted, Miss Emily Hall and Mrs.
Marlon Waldron.
Owing to the club’s activities In
connection with the Christmas wel
fare work, the December meeting will
be omitted. Mrs. Mildred Holmes,
chairman of civic committee an
nounces that yarn will be furnished
free to anyone willing to knit mit
tens for needy children, and same
may be procured by communicating
, with her.

j There ls no finer way to remember

i your friends than by sending them
Christmas cards and there aie r.o
liner Christinas cards than those
with your name, and monogram too,
"Knights of thc Road"
Our Personalized
The Oarden Club met Tuesday! if you choose.
night with the members of the Twen- j Christmas Cards are dignified and
tieth Century Club and their hus have prestige not obtainable in any
bands as special guests. The attrac other form. Sec our line now. A
tive home of Miss Marlon Weidman one dollar bill will buy from 16 to 50
was opened for the occasion and the cards, depending on tha quality and
spacious rooms were well filled with design. Postage 15 cents extra. The
•
club gnembers and guests, nearly 50 Courier-Gazette.—adv.
attending.
The session was called to order by
NATIVE
the president, Mrs. E. A. Champ
TURKEYS
ney, who welcomed the guests. After
For Thanksgiving
a brief business session the mceting
Fred Derby
was turned over to Miss Mabel
Phone 717-M
Pottle, of the executive committee,
Rockland. Me.
134-136
who with appropriate remarks, intro
duced the guest speaker of the eve
ning, Prank A. Winslow of The Cou
rier-Gazette.
Using as hls subject “Knights of
the Road,” Mr. Winslow gave an in
If you are interested in purrhas
tensely interesting talk, featuring the ; ing a new or srrond hand Marine,
highlights of 16.000 miles of travel j Autcmctive cr Stationary Diesel or
A piano solo by Mrs. Nellie Magune I Gasoline Engine, we have an at
was also greatly enjoyed. At thc, tractive pri position to offer. Write
Us fcr full detaiLs. > taring size and
close of the meeting adjournment! type of engine you require.
was made to the dining room where
RAPP-HUCKINS CO., INC.
refreshments were served under the
138-148 Beverly Street,
direction of Mrs. Nina Carroll. Mrs.1
Best on. Maas.
Marlon Richards and Miss Marion 1
"Established 1900'
Weidman. Two new members were |

ENGINES

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

Investment Bankers
93 Exchange Street
Maine

Portland,
Established 1854

Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel

18-19TASM

A FITTING THANKS
GIVING TRIBUTE
to those whose memory we cher
ish can no longer be conscien
tiously postponed. Monumental
beauty, worthy of the purpose
and sentimentally expressive, is
predominant ln the designs on
display for your selection.

WILIIAM E DORNANiiSON
INC.

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
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Every-Other-Day

Marion Ludwick, Vallie MacLaugh- |
lin. Helen Mills; 4 As. Russell Hewett,
Donald Marriner. Dorothea Merriam,
Anna Pelllcane. Josephine Pelllcane,
(By the Pupils)
Dorothy Sherman, Marion Vinal; 3
T4
1 rA's, Gardner Brown. Evelyn Bragg.”
7 6
1 2
Helen
Whitmore
Kathleen
Drake.
In observance of Armistice Day.
10
1
II
9
Hector O. Staples, Department Com Ralph Hoffses, Florence Johnson, i
sSSx
Frederick
Perry;
nothing
below
B,
I
mander of the American Legion.
6
14
Ib
i5
17
' spoke on "Americanism" at the as- Eugenia Brault. Dorothy Brewer. J
bj GlaJfi Si. Clair HtitlaJ
James
Hanley,
Virginia
Haskell,
Encio
'
{sembly Tuesday morning. He im
18
19
w
pressively outlined the work dene Laakscnen. Maurice Leonard, Vir- I
20
21by the American Legion to encourage ginia Merriam Vivian Oakes. Ralph
The New York Times (Sunday ed- Ion of the Riverside Church, nearby,
Americanism, and the benefits of a Rawley. Gordon Richardson. Edward
11 25
25
i 24
ltion) recently carried an article en tolled Chopin's Funeral March.
higher education. Mr. Staples spoke Storer. Ruth Wheeler., Virginia Willis.
•
• * • •
titled "Little List of Concert Nuis
briefly on the governments of other Virginia Wood. Stella Young.
26
iW
ll
2b
A complete edition of the works of
ances," by Olin Downes, who says
nations. Nazism. Hitlerism. Com
Juniors, all A’s. Edith Gray, Maude
he learned ^rom the writing of j Chopin is being made by Ignace j
munism. Socialism, etc., and the need Johnson; 4 A s. Harold Dondis Joseph
30
32
31
Oail Martin of The Desert New’s j Paderewski for the Chopin Institute j
for all to abide by the Constitution Dondis; 3 As. Muriel Baum. Edith
w
of
Warsaw.
that all was not light and peace for
3b
&
36
is
34
and to understand more fully its' Berggren. Jean Clukey, Grant Davis,
• • • •
the music lover who attended a per
true meaning of Americanism. He j Robert Harmon, Maxine Perry. PrisAnd speaking of Paderwski: A
4i
46
41
41
formance of Haydn’s “Creation" at
expressed the Legion’s desire that I cilia Staples; nothing below B, Earl
the Capitol Theatre of his city. This headline in 1917 read: "Paderewski
every boy and girl be good patriots I cook. Richard Fisher.. Dorothy Howi HU
i 45
1
performance was marred for the rev- raises army to free Poles. Pianist
and help to promote the welfare of: ard, Katherine Jordan. Harriet
erent listener by “the wrigglers, the' wins official sanction to head legion
- 4o
our country. Katherine Jordan was Wooster.
49
4b H7
whisperers, the prancers. the talkers, of 160.000 compatriots.’’
in charge of the devotional exercises
Sophomores, 4 As, Betty Beach,
the handholders, the yowlers, and a
Watch your coat, brother: It looks like a bear raid to Eddie Anderson in and Grant Davis introduced the Pearl Leonard; 3 As. Shirley Allen,
si
5o
51
Also in 1917 was this: “Dr. Muck1
multitude of other human pests." | resigns under a storm of public criti- Warner's football thriller. “Over The Gcal." Trumpcte Johnnie Davis looks | speaker. In conclusion there was j Sylvla Hayes Jessie ©Ids, Irma
Mr. Downes listens respectfully to
bi
bi
54
1
I cism. His refusal to conduct The amused as the bear mascot tries to reclaim his (the b ar’sl relative’s coat. | assembly singing of several patriotic Thompson- nothing below B. Mary
Mr. Martin's complaints and sug
and World War songs, led by Mr. Cross. Kathryn Dean, Elizabctn Lur
1 Star Spangled Banner' in Providence. A special children's matinee also on Tuesday at 4 o’clock.—adv.
b7
bb
gested remedies and then asks:
McCarty—Maude Johnson
! followed by sensational developments.
vey, Hilda Spear.
"But how would he stop the people
' Other critics would bar orchestra. Visitors were present from Good Luck
Freshmen, all A's. Shirlene Mc
in the winter who attend the recitals
At Girls' Glee Club meeting this
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Baltimore police commission cancels Lodge of Waldoboro, and the lodge
Kinney. Barbara Robinson; 3 A's
in Carnegie Hall and bark in chorus?
i week. Ethel Hayes was appointed
44- Piece of rock
12- One (Scot.)
of Brighton, Mass. Plans are being
1-Endures
concert."
James
Moulaison.
Stanley
Murray,
One cougher in the hall sets off the
45-Terrify
13- Reclines
5-Alive
deputy of this district with all Tells Why He Should Be chairman of a committee to decide'
June Chatto; nothing below B, Ger
46- A recourse
14- Masona' mallet
9-A title
pack, who had forgotten they had
Agnes Clune Quinlan. Philadelphia Miss Adelle Feyler. newly appointed
Elected and What He Will what the l‘n‘form,s *’his yearJul * ' aldine Norton. Vivian Strout. Lucy
48-Havlng greatest
16- Depends
10- Depend
colds until they heard him. Con pianist, says that happy people deputy of this district Nov. 22. with
; Other members of the committee are
width
17- Small green plants
11- Time period
Thompson.
Ruth
Witham.
Almon
tingent answers contingent from op “never make great musicans." If I the other lodges of district 16 invitDo
Barbara Griffin, Josephine Pelllcane
13-Failed to follow suit 50-Bordered
21-Stroke In billiards
Young.
Annie
Brooks.
Pauline
Carposite sides of the auditorium. And you decide on music as a profession., ed. Mrs. Hazel Bowers. Miss M.
52- Machlnes for shaping 23- Regard with respect
when able
and Patricia Allen.
roll. Roger Conant. John Crockett
53-A compass point
24- Same as spurt
16-Strlking gently
worse: these sounds have a horrible i you “must give up everything else Grace Walker and Mrs. Shirley BowI Political Advertisement!
(abbr.)
25- Pardon
18- Entrapped
Doris Gattl. Ruth Hammond. Seth
fascination. One tries to listen to a i in life" and “suffer."
Joan Philbrook has been school
j ley are on the committee.
What Are My Qualifications?
28-Dlstanee
54- Mature
19- One who makes a
Hanley,
Mary
Lamb.
Marguerite
Ma

Paderewski singing on the keys the
slx.year.old
Spagnolo. the
aRd
Austin Brew„ Qf
show of something 55- A naval title (abbr.) 30-Recovered
First: Ambition to show you tax stenographer this week.
honey. Priscilla Brazier.
32- Weapon used in
• • • •
20- Projeetlng edge of a 56- Loiters
romanza of the Schumann P sharp NeapoUtan Wunderkind. u makiag g„uth
are guesU of Mr
whale hunting (pt.)
57-A Russian title (pi.)
roof
The nobby clubs of the Junior
minor sonata what he really is list-bow ln a piano recital and Mr? Walter
in East War. payers that you will get the better
33- Boxea
21- Chief river of Siam
Last Saturday, members of Outend of the bargain if I am nominated High met Friday with their leaders.
ening for. with even- quivering nerve., at New York Town HalI on Nov. 27
34- An Italian composer
22- Essays
ren.
VERTICAL
Mr. Rossnagel. Miss Thompson, Miss ing Club, accompanied by Miss Mary
is the signal for the resumption of The program is man-size, including
and elected Mayor.
35- Pastime
24-Harnesa makers
Mrs. Donald Rivers has returned to
S7-Part of a flower
Lawry. enjoyed a bicycle hike. Meet
atrocities.
26- Turf
Browne and Miss Hagar.
a sonata by Beethoven, pieces by
Second:
I
am
honest.
1- Flaxseed
38- Whalebones
ing at the school at noon, they ped- j 27- Talks hesitatingly
"Among the most vicious are the Bach. Haydn. Cimarosa. Rinaldi. Ooy. Brighton Mass., after a visit with her
2- Spaces for combat 39- Examines
Third: I am conscientious.
In the commercial department this aled to the Griffin Cottage on Spruce i 29-Withers
late-comers and program-rattlers. Napoli, and Longo. besides a Chooln niece, Mrs. Corinne Perkins, and
3-Girl'a name (Ger.) 41-To Inter (Obe.)
31-Llke an ape
Fourth: That I have not solicited week. 500 class schedules, 200 boys' Head Island, where hot cocoa was
They are legion and their ways are group. What's more, the last group other relatives in this vicinity.
43-Dev ice for climbing
>3-Tender places on the 4- The lateral parts
5- Agent (abbr.)
45-Light steel helmet
Callers Thursday at the home of the aid of any faction or politician gym schedules. 200 girls' gym ached- served with the box lunches which
•kill
evil. Mr. Paderewski has often been is credited to "Paolo Spagnolo." It
(Fr.)
6- Rented
36-Surfaces
scolded for beginning his piano re comprises flve numbers, with “The Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby were Mr. in my campaign for Mayor. There ules. and 150 English schedules have they carried. Those making the trip
47-Piece out
38-Seized with the teeth 7- Revoked
been
mimeographed.
'
were
Barbara
Bartlett.
Ruth
and
'
citals in Carnegie Hall 20 minutes Dream of a Child" among them, ail and Mrs. Walter Beals of Lewiston.
8- A time-server
49-Seniors (abbr.)
for, I will be under no obligation to
40-Outlook
• • • •
’ Elizabeth Hammond. Frances and
late. We suspect that he has more from the tiny hands of little Paolo.
51-Preflx. Asunder
9- Japaneee coin
42-Narrate
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gordon are on anyone.
Principal Blaisdell attended the Hester Hatch Sylvta Webgter Laura
than one reason for this, among them Records of the lad's wonderous work a hunting trip in Northern Maine.
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Fifth: If I am nominated and elect annual Principals' and Superintend- Sj.lvester. Shirley Miles. Norma Ev
the purpose of waiting until his audi in his native land are "purple with
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yattaw and
ents'
Day
at
Gorham
Normal
School
I
ener
Cathie
Delano,
ed.
I
will
sec
that
each
department
ence is seated. And the larger the I
NORTH HAVEN
daughter, Margaret, motored Thurs
BBB
P1HDB
audience, the worse. The audience
day to New York to pass a week with is run with the utmost efficiency, tc Tllesda>’' where he enjoyed a Pro' Lovejoy Barbara Griffin, Eleanor
gram
in
which
graduates
from
RockDorothy
Su
,
arns
.
Dorothy
winter
came
The
first
touch
of
always includes a number who do
Mr. Yattaw's brother. Fred Yattaw. the best interests of the taxpayers
WARREN
land High School participated.
! Fogg. Ebba Kalloch. Barbara Seaman. Thursday with the mercury at 7
not come because of the music but
They will also visit in Vermont.
and not the politicians.
Virginia Rackliff. Katherine Drake I o'clock registering 25 degrees.
because of a reputation. They only
The local Red Cross drive will be
The sum of $65.58 was netted from
Last night a football social was
Sixth: Th? ability to say No, when
wish to see; they don't care about gin next week, and continue until the the sale, supper and entertainment
Jessie Olds. Dorothea Merriam. Mar- j Showers for recently married young
held by the Sophomores, assisted by
hearing or about allowing others to latter part of the month. The local given Thursday under the auspices it is to the interests of the taxpayers.
garet Davenport, Virginia Haskell. I couples are planned under the ausSeventh:
I
would
seek
the
advice
th« Outing Club. A movie was shown
do so. Few of these have ever committee consists of Mrs. Grace of the Congregational I.adie-, Circle.
Lucy Thompson, Barbara Murray, pices of the K P Lodge. Dr and Mrs
and aid of the best business men in *n the auditorium at 7.30 followed by
Arthur Woodman and Mr. and Mrs.
and Mary Anastasio.
listened seriously, a goodly number WylUe. Miss Edna F. Boggs and Mrs. The entertainment included a ’ectv.re
dancing in the gym. School bunthis city.
Thorne Dyer to be honored.
haven't the rudiments of courtesy. | Anna Starrett.
and 100 slides on “Wildest Africa." by
Eighth: I would do everything pos- ners and decorations or oragne and
They stare, they turn, creak and ;
offlcers 0( st. George Lodge, Rev. H. I. Holt. Duets. "In the Star
Mrs. Prank Calderwood has re
VINALHAVEN
sible to bring about tax reduction bv black wpre artistically arranged. An
snort."
1 F.A.M. will be installed privately light” (Glover) and "Sleepy Hollowturned
from Newton
Highlands
Mr. Downes continues that in the[Monday night by DD.G.M., Edgar Time" (Kountzi were sung by Mrs. increasing the efficiency of the city added ceremony was the crowning of
where
she
cared
for
her
daughter
A
happy
occasion
it
was
at
Odd
government, and at the same tim? Eleanor Barnard as the Football,
utopian state of the future the person j Ames and staff of Thomaston,
Carrie Wyllie and Mrs. Evelyn
Mrs. Edna Butnam during illness.
conduct a vigorous campaign for Onppn
'"iueen ’’ Delicious
vencious sandwiches
sanawicnes and
ana Fellows hall Friday night when innext to such people, who agonize as
in the Ann Hasseltine Guild Thurs- powers,
,. . .
punch were partaken of during the > stallation of the offlcers of St<.r of
Older boys met Wednesday in Li-!
new industry which would bring
u. uu.
T „a„„ taad
_t»—
they ruin his nerves and his matinee j day the choice for president was Vir- i
....
Hope Lodge, I.O.OF. took place brary hall ln thc interest of boys’
about increase valuation to the city evenm8for him. will quietly raise an eyebrow , gmta Wyllie; vice president, Phyllis
Pastor of Wayne Church
THE K. C. A.
Supper was served by the .Rebekahs activities during the coming months. 1
Ninth: I intend to keep my promise
to a passing usher, who will be a big, , Perry; secretary. Constance Jenkins;
A clipping from the Kennebec
The Junior High Assembly pro- and was partaken of by 46. The The meeting was addressed by Prin
strong silent man. The usher will, treasurer, Jeannette Overlock. Eliza- Journal tells of the Community- to replace those school buildings gram, under the direction of Miss j banquet hall was prettily decorated cipal Joseph Reardon who related ac
HOW RURAL RELIGIOUS
yank the man with a crease where j beth Oxton was elected chairman of Church in Wayne, of which, a for- which are a disgrace to the city. with Woodcock, given Wednesday morn- j in yellow, many flowers being used. tivities in a Boys' Club in Madison, j
EDUCATION PROSPERS
his neck ought to be to his feet, softly 1 the White Cross Committee, and mer Warren boy. Rev. J. Emerson out touching one cent of the city's ing included a movie on "Highway1 Supper chairman Emma Arey was n. h The boys voted to organize
choking him to keep him quiet, as he I Phyllis Perry, chairman of the read- Herrick, is beginning his seventh funds.
flifety;” Military Tap Danoe by assisted by Mamie Gray. Carrie Burns under the name of "Shipmates.”
The Sunday School at Hope ob
What happened in Boston at the | G]orla
MUls and Margaret Johnson;
ls carried up the aisle. At the head )
contest.
W as pastor. The clipping in part
_
_____________
and Annie Patrick. Chairman of Arthur Beverage. Jr., was elected served its annual "Father and Son"
of the aisle he will be gagged and
Clinton Cargill of Pleasantville cut says. "The Community Church was last election is going to happen all; and g Peace
by Milton the banquet hall was Cora Bunker captain; Lewis Haskell, first mate;
banquet on Tuesday night. Oct. 26,
clapped into a straightjacket. He the
- of his left f00t badly with founded six years ago by the Fed- over this country. It is going to be 1 Wooster - Madelyn
- McConchle. Don- 1 assisted by Mae Lawry, Sadie Rob- Keith Beverage, purser; and Sherwill then be escorted back of the ; an ax while chopping in Union for eration of the Baptist and Methodist youth and ambition against the poli- ald Morang Phillip McAloney. Naomi bins. Waitresses were Ruth Billings. man cooper steward Under the ■at 6 3°- at True's hall. Covers were
building, where the audience during; Charles Starrett. Five stitches were congregations. Rev. Mr. Herrick of ticians. Ar.d youth ar.d ambition are jackson Elva Lunt, Viola Nickerson. Dorothy Cassie and Gertrude Vinal. directing counsel of Principal Rear-! laid for 16 boys and 16 fathers or
the intermission may witness the ex- required to close the wound.
the Methodist Church at Bristol going to give the taxpayers the break
Wotton _
Lindsey .Theresa
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Lane and Mrs. don and others who may be sesubstitute “fathers."
A delicious
ccution. How the performers stand
George Buck, and Joseph Leonard where he had served for a number of ‘hat they have long waited for
MacLaughlin. Raymond Kennedy.1
Carlon went Thursday to Bos- lected. the group promises much In
bean supper with brown bread and
it may not be known. But they have shot does Thursday and David Hill years, was called to the work of coThese are the things that I believe | fiylvia Hooper Barrett
Jordan. ton
thc way of service in the community.
cabbage salad, doughnuts, pumpkin
made historic protest, such as the re shot or.e the following day.
ordinating the church activities and th~ taxpayers want. Of course I pj-ances Jordan, DorisMcIntyre and
Mrs. Louise Wareham and Thomas a good time and good sportsmanship. and apple pies, was served by the
tort delivered by von Buelow on the
Mrs. William Ring, was initiated to establish a community wide church may be wrongBut if they are the
Donald Kalloch.
Tefft of Concord. N H.. were holiday Co-operating with Mr. Reardon are following committee:
conductor's stand, to the lady with Wednesday at E. A. Starrett. Aux- program.
things you feel you want in your;
....
guests of Mrs L. R. Smith. Mr. Herman W. Crockett and the pastor
Chairman, Mrs. Etta Pernald, as
the fan: ‘Madam, if you must fan, iliary. An Armistice Day program of
"This church has about60 mem- next Mayor, why it is up to you to ' Next Thursday Robert S. Lanning,
Tefft
is
director
of
business
college
in
°
f
the
church.
Rev.
H.
F.
Huse.
The
sisted
by Mrs. Evelyn Brown, Mrs.
please do so in time to the music.’ ’ readings and music was put on under bers. Clothing, food and medicine see that I am nominated and elected,lecturer and photographer, and MarConcord and of Beckers College in next meeting will be held Wednesday Mabel Wright, Mrs. Ada Gould. Mrs.
• • • •
the direction of Mrs Alice Gray, pa- have been collected at a central lo- You are the peoplethat pay the'ianne Channon, concert harpist, of
Worcester. Mass.
in Library hall.
Georgia Brownell. Mrs. Esther Her
The beloved songs of Stephen Pos triotic instructor.
cation, for distribution tothe needy bills, and you are the people that “Royal Attractions" Boston will prerick. Misses Estelle Bartlett and
Rufus
Hall
and
Henry
Jordan
of
•
•
•
•
ter are now sung by Richard Crocks
sent
a
program
“
Sunshine
Paint

Harvey Buber, attended the secfamilies. Camps for boysand girls have the power to elect your choice.
Clara Brownell.
Rockland
were
recent
guests
at
the
Church
Notes
in a new Victor album. Each song ond district convention Thursday in ' have been maintained every year and Its entirely up to you
ings" before the Senior and Junior
The boys gave nn Introductory
Worship Sunday at 11 o'clock;
Is the authentic version, obtained Augusta, as delegate from the Towns- a successful vacation school was carLouis W. Bosse
High. It is a lecture-entertainment Central Hotel.
program
of Welcome to Dads, and
from the Stephen Foster Shrine end Club. Mrs. Buber spent Thurs- ried on in 1935 and 1937. The Chris- ■
Capt. and Mrs. Charles E. Young, sermon by the pastor “Our Joy ln
built around the unique idea of
founded by Dr. Lilly in Indianapolis, day with Mrs. E. P. Buber, and Mrs tian Endeavor Association published "A New City in thc Baptist chapel bringing together beautiful pictures, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doughty and Christ." Choir under the leadership Rev. W. F. Brown of Camden was
the guest speaker. HLs address crysand they are:
Fred Groves.
a paper one year. Several sunset Sunday at 2 o'clock. Parents and great music and inspired poetry. Ap- children have returned from Crock- of Barbara Stone; Sunday School at
talized in the thought “Let not
Beautiful Dreamer, Old Folks at
ett
’
s
River
where
they
passed
th?
10
o'clock.
Dinner guests Thursday of Mrs services have been conducted on Mor- children are welrcme to attend Sun- proximately 156 pictures are preHome, Oh Susanna. Massa's In de William Stickney and Mrs. Helen Hil- rison Heights in which other churches day school at 3 o'clock. It Ls a spe sented in a sequence arranged to de summer.
< A well-attended Sunday School things be your master but have only
Cold. Cold Ground. Come Where My ton were, Mrs. Mary Wood and Mrs.; have co-operated.
Moses Webster Lodge. FAM was teachers' meeting was held Wednes- one master, the Eternal One." After
cial privilege for this church to unite pict the cycle of the seasons. As the
Love Lies Dreaming. My Old Ken Clara Lermond of Rockland.
, ”Rev. Mr. Herrick is also minister in the fellowship of the Spiritual Cru pictures fade in and out upon the inspected Tuesday night by D.D.G.M day at the home of superintendent the banquet Mr. Brown led the boys
in games, which were greatly en
tucky Home. De Camptown Races.
Mrs. William Barrett has been ' at Fayette, and conducts services at sade in the Community Building, screen, the masterpieces of the Edgar C Ames accompanied by Past Mrs. Julia Beverage. Affairs of the
Old Black Joe, Ah, May the Red spending the week with Mr. Barrett | North Wayne. In 1933 Rev. Mr. Her- Rockiand. Sunday evening and week- ; American and English poets Interpret Master Aaron Clark, both of Thom school were discussed, teachers and joyed by the dads on the side-lines;
Rose Live Alway, I dream of Jeanie in Boston, motoring there with Dr. rick was stricken with infantile night services will be in co-operation ! the meaning and significance of na- aston. followed by election of these classes adjusted, and plans made for almost as much as the boys them
with the Light Brown Hair. The al and Mrs Arthur Grose who remained paralysis but in spite of hLs affliction with the Crusade.
ture's beauties, and the world's offlcers: W. M.. Alfred Lawry; S W.. the Increased interest in the Sunday selves.
Those attending were: L. E. Gould,
bum. No. M-354, has the songs on for the w’eek in Keene, N. H.
Miss Nora Clark Ls making her great composers tell the story ln Curtis Webster; J. W.. George Lawry; School. Refreshments were served.
was able to continue work. Ho aver
Frederick
Brownell; D. F. Brownell,
The
parsonage
has
been
freshly
five records, and the price is $7.50. zThe sermon topic 8ur.day morning ages 560 calls a year and has many winter home in Camden.
mustc. The pictures, music and poetry I s d., Charles Victor Shields; J. D.,
• « • •
Donald Brownell; Allie Allen. Willis
Fred Seavey returned home from are synchronized into one beautiful David Duncan; treas., Edgar Brad-' Palnt(1d.
at the Congregational Church will outside speaking engagements, being
Walter Mills. New York baritone, be, "The Only True Glory." Because an interested student in interna- a recent gunning trip, having a deer program.
The young people will have charge Reed; A. B. Reed and Donald Reed;
street; sec., C. L. Boman.
• • • •
well known in this section ln recital of the Crusade in Rockland, there I tional affairs. He has taken special as trophy.
Sunday night and another helpful Elmer True and William True; Wil
J. Halden Roberts went Thursday
A movie. “Robinson Crusoe." which
and concert work, is to give a Town will be no evening service.
service Is promised. A Seth Parker liam Wright and Obed Hart; Reuben
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fuller and
courses at Bates College and done
to Philadelphia.
was
filmed
on
the
actual
island
of
Hall (New York) recital on Nov. 18.
Thanksgiving program has been ar Barrett and James Wentworth; Ar
Rev. Howard A. Welch will have) research work in Biblical history. He Mis£ Margaret Lewis entertained
Daniel Defoe's Immortal adventure,
His program will again feature songs as sermon subject, Sunday morning 1has written several articles, one of Fred Waldo at dinner last Sunday.
ranged for Nov. 21 with the senior thur Starwood and Elroy Beverage;
Mrs. Grace M. Gray
with Uncle Don, radio's great per
by Handel. Brahms. Greatchaninoff, at the Baptist Church. “Chastened , which appeared in the Zion's Herald
and junior choirs to furnLsh vocal Roy Beverage and Hartley Bever
Grace M.. wife of Homer Gray, selections. There will also be other age; Willard Brown and Harold
sonality, was shown after school
Rachmaninoff, and modern English. of God." The evening service will in 1935.
MICKIE SAYS—
• • • •
Brown; Irvin Wright and Royce
Friday. A comedy, news reel, and died at her home Tuesday. Deceased features of merit.
"During the past six years, 16
Rose Bampton, who was heard in be omitted in deference to the Cru
was born in this town, daughter of
Wright; D. O. Herrick and Dana
“
Singing
Sam"
were
also
part
of
this
members have been received into the
a Camden concert two summers ago, sade in Rockland.
John and Sadie Marks.
Herrick; Herbert Hardy and David
program.
THERE
AlUT
WO
MVSTER.V
church,
and
four
by
transfer.
A
i;aEAST LIBERTY
Miss Tena McCallum who was a
• • • •
(or was it three?) recently in War
Besides her husband she is sur
Hardy; Sam Pease and Philip Went
A0OUT APl/ERTlSIWQs-,
per was circulated recently to per
At the fortnightly faculty meeting vived by three daughters, Marise.
saw. Poland, sang the role of “Aida" patient three weeks at the Deaconess
ITS JEST TElXlUG FOLKS gOUT
Leamon Smith shot a deer Nov. 1 worth; Rev. W. IF. Brown and Ed
suade
Rev.
Mr.
Herrick
to
remain
in
WHAT V'GOT TO SELL AUO
held in the library Monday afternoon Paula and Elizabeth and also by her | and Herbert Skinner got one a few ward Murphy.
in Verdi's opera of that name, achiev Hospital in Brookline, returned home
the community.’’
WHY THEY SHOULD BUY FROM
• ♦ * *
with Principal Blaisdell presiding in parents.
ing a signal success. Since she sang Monday,
, days later. Hunters are not so plenYOU® KIW THEY 0E AW
Harold Overlock and Raymond
The
Knox
County
Association Is
teresting
reports
were
given
of
the
the part with ease. Miss Bampton
Mrs.
Gray
attended
Rockland
High
j
tiful
here
as
ln
previous
years.
ARGUMENT ABOUT WHETHER
PORT CLYDE
providing an evening service on
now declares that she is confident Hart of East Warren, hunting Armis
State Convention by several pres School two years and graduated
THAIS’ <5000 FER YOUR.
Allen
Knowlton
Is
substituting
on
that her voice is now definitely a tice Day in the vicinity of Lincoln
ent.
from Vinalhaven High School in the mail route while his brother, Sunday evening at South Thomaston,
Melvin Vosburg and Leo Dostie of
• • « •
soprano. It is interesting to note that ville, each bagged a doe.
the First regular service was Oct.
1923. She was very talented tn Marlton is on vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood of Fairfield have returned home after
Report cards came out yesterday for drawing, sketching and painting.
for several years she has sung the
17. The attendance has increased
Helen Adams >s working for Maud
spending three days’ vacation with
the first quarter of this year.
contralto role of Amnerls In the same Warren Village, and Mrs. Ada Spear
steadily each Sunday evening.
Funeral services were held Thurs Fuller ln Appleton.
Fred Waldo.
« • • •
opera. She will return to America of South Warren were recent supper
day at the home. Rev. Arthur Leigh
Percy (White lost qne of (his work
Mrs. Arlene Morris spent thc past,
Two divisions of Miss Stahl's senior
this month for the Metropolitan guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby.
MAINE CRANBERRIES
officiating. The casket was banked, horses rccenUy (he an,mal havwg
week in Oxford.
English
will
arrange
an
exhibit
of
Jerry
Libby,
invited
to
attend,
was
Opera season and for a transcon
Mrs. John Holman and son Arthur,
old and new books for Book Week. Wlth. b!RUtifUl lOral_MbUteS_In.ter' broken his leg while hauling firewood “Better Than Cape Cod Berries" Are
unable to be present.
tinental concert tour.
ment was ln Cummings cemetery. cut of the woods.
Two displays are being prepared, one
• • » •
Warren Lodge, I.O.O.F. worked the have returned from several weeks
Coming To the Local Markets
Bearers were Theron Smith, Mere
Hattie Adams and Etta Gilman en
visit
in
Crouseville.
on textbooks, and the other on all
Frank Damrosch. noted educator second degree last night on one can
dith Trefrey. James Smith and tertained at dinner Sunday in honor
Miss Rosamond Wilson of Boston !
The market report of the State De
types of books. Those in charge of
and choral conductor and elder didate.
Ernest Tolman.
of Charles Adams' 81st birthday. Pres- partment of Agriculture said Maine
this work are Stella Young, Anna
brother of Walter Damrosch, died at
At Mystic Rebekah Lodge, Mr. and has been in town, called by the death
I ent were Edmund S. Adams. Rev. E. cranberries in the market were re
Pellicane, Richard Ellingwood, Ralph
his home in New York on Oct. 22. Mrs. George Buck, and Miss Kath- of her brother-in-law, Frank Sim
Dr. Conley will be at his Vinalha- I a Dinslow, Emma Leigher and Rena garded by marketmen as "better
Hoffses, Russell Hewitt and Laroy
He had been in poor health since eryn Peabody were initiated Monday. mons.
Miss Celia Chadwick who recently !
than Cape Cod berries."
Brown. Other members of the class ven office from the arrival of the Drummond.
1933. when he retired from the direc
Visited
in
Thomaston,
has
returned
j
Laurence Colby and Westbra Bow
"Very good cranberries are coming
are making posters to contribute to boat Tuesday, Nov. 16 until its de
torship of the Institute of Musical
parture Thursday.—adv.
ley are on a week’s trip to Fort Fair- to the market from Phillips," the re
home.
this observance.
Art, which he had founded ln 1965.
ALFRED M, STROUT
• • • •
field and surrounding towns.
The death of Frank Simmons oc
port said.
He was ln his 79th year. His son,
Insurance
The honor roll, as announced by
Mrs. Kate Hooper was called last
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
curred Monday at the Maine Gen
The market was reported as
Rev. Frank Damrosch, of Doylston,
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines eral Hospital in Portland where he
Principal Blaisdell. for the first quar of all kinds. Power machir.: stitch Saturday to Haverhill, Mass, by the "steady." with lamb and veal "firm
Pa., conducted the funeral services
THOMASTON, MAINE
ter follows: Seniors, all A’s, Doris ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn serious Illness of her sister, Mrs. Mar with higher quotations." Butter was
in the auditorium of the Institute.
lOOStf had been a patient for seven weeks.
garet Savage.
HoriterRon, Dorothy Frost, John Huke, ing Co, Ifi Willow St.
reported much higher in price.
The pastor will speak on the topic
As tbe IkxIv was carried out the f,aril-

j

PARK THEATRE, MONDAY, TUESDAY

EALM OF

Music

Mr. Bosse’s Claims

The High School

Every-Other-Day

ME STAY
HOME FROM
WORK?

NOSW
NOT WHtN GENUINE

BAYER ASPIRIN EASES

HEADACHE

The inexpensive way to ease head
aches — if you want fast results—
is with Haver Aspirin.
The instant the pain starts,
simplv lake 2 Bayer tablets with
a half glass of wafer. Usually in a
few minutes relief arrives.
Bayer tablets arc quick-acting
because they disintegrate in a few
seconds — ready to start their
work of relief almost immediately
after taking.
It costs only li or 3/ to relieve
most headaches — when you get
the new economy tin. You pay
only 23 cents for 21 tablets —
about lr apiece.
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UNION

WEST ROCKPORT

Miss Madeline Gorden who is train
ing in the hospital at Portland, spent
Sunday with her family here.
Miss Ruth Howe was guest of her
sister Virginia at the U. of M. the
■ past week and attended the Bowdolni Maine game last Saturday.
1 Curtis Payson spent last weekend
with his twin brother Carleton at
! Orono.
j Mrs. Lillian Alden and granddaugh
ter Priscilla Ann were recent guests
' of Mrs. Eva Sayward.
Storer-Collins Auxiliary is gratified
1 with the results of its membership
drive for the Aerial Roundup which
was 100 percent. The Auxiliary
County Council met Thursday in
Thomaston. Those who attended
frem here were Mrs. Bertha Bows.
Mrs. Marion Burgess and Mrs. Mabel
Ames.
Mis. Mary E. Clark is visiting
friends in Rockland.
Charles Burgess is (preparing to
build a new house on the site where
his old colonial house was destroyed j
by fire a few years ago.
Reverdy Carroll died Tuesday night
and his passing brings sorrow to all
residents here. A flne man, ever
ready to help in any good cause, kind
and obliging neighbor, husband and
friend, he will be sadly missed in
societies as well as by the community.
He is survived by his wife, Louie
Teague Carroll.

Frank Altonen who has spent
much of his time in the merchant i
marine iand who has been with his
father John Altonen Sr. for several
months, left this week for warmer 1
climes.

“ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN”

It’ll start

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker. Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Nutt and daughter Hazel
spent Armistice Day with Mrs. Ber
nice Cushman In Fairfield.

.j

I Mrs. Leman Oxtcn entertained the
| Tuesday Club this week.

w,th -

Frank Thorndike is busy these days
entertaining friends who call to inspect his new bungalow.

71 ’

It*

. \var

'1

Elmer Starr. Henry Kontlo and
brother-in-law of Georges River
Koad Thomaston have returned from
a hunting trip. Tlie Thomaston man
was the lucky gunner, bringing home
a deer.
i
I Harvey Lunden. Charlie Lunden
; and the Hamalainen boys returned
Thursday from a hunting trip.

The artist's impression of the fabled gorgeou.suess of Bagdad, the 1938-model Magic Carpet, hun
dreds of dancing Harem darlings and other hi-de-highlights to expect when the hit-makers of Twenti
eth Centurv-Fox and Eddie Cantor go to town together in “All Baba Goes To Town.” Shown at thc
left are, reading from the top, Roland Young, Louise Hovick, Virginia Field, Tony Martin, June Lang,
Jchn Carradine and Alan Dinehart.—adv.

Amcng out of town relatives called
I here by the death of Alford Dow
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williams
of Braintree, Mass., Mr. Brooks, also
I Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bailey of Brooks,
Mr. Dow's sister and brother-in-law,
Sidney Dow of Martinsville. Mrs.
Leila Lermond of South Warren and
Mrs. Mary Sargent and Mr. Sar
gent of Stockton. Mr. and Mrs. Sar
gent were also overnight guests Tues
day of her mother.

ROCKVILLE

TENANT'S HARBOR
“Ali Baba Goes to Town" is the laughter becomes a grab-Bagdad ofHarem, Louise Hovick, making love to
Mrs. Theresa Millett and Miss
-----j Castera Cushman are rebuilding the most magnificent combination of fun as Eddie turns Bagdad into Gag- banjo-eyed Eddie; a thousand and I
sidesplitting dad. when he snaps it up to date with one other sights and hit tunes by ,"The Still Small Voice" will be the
i barn on their property, the Harvey colorful-extravaganza.
i Barnes estate. John Gray of Cam- comedy, song hits, beautiful girls, a head-tax on harems, a tail-tax onMack Gordon and Harry Revel, "I've j pastor'ssubjectfor thcmorning worexotlc dances, brilliant dialogu? and camels, a harem-reduction program. Got My Heart Set On You'' with j sb(p Sunday at jg.jg immediately
I den is the contractor.
slips carpet tacks under the sit-down Tony Martin singing and June Lang !
.
...
.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Milts of Port lavish sets tn the history of fun.
Equally as important is a revo- strikers, and snaps the Sultan into \ dancing. "Laugh Your Way Through ' 0 owlng 1 8 serv ce t e Bible
land are visiting Mrs. Annie Buck
lutlonary new three-tone tinted pro- step with the march of time.
Life," a happy hit led by Cantor, and I School meets. Every member of the
lin.
cess utilizing sepia and copper as Among the hi-de-highlights in the “Swing Is Here to Sway." to which } Baraca Men's Class is urged to be
Miss Mabel Oxton who underwent
the basic effects. A combination of spectacular mirth-musical are Ed- Eddie, the Peters Sisters, Jeni Le Gon I present at the meeting Sunday to
virtually
cent a tablet
an operation at Knox Hospital last blue and orange, mixed with copper die aboard the Magic Carpet dis- and the swinging, swaying chorus i make last arrangements for thc
week is progressing encouragingly.
is used for the night sequences, while persing the enemy's army; the sump- perform a riotous, rhythmic routine Father and Son banquet Monday.
Services Sunday at Mrs. Abbie I. sepia, amber and copper provide the tuous. colorful Bagdad banquet wtth Raymond Scott leads his famous ’ Those desiring to attend the banquet
PATRONIZE YOUR
Gibbs' wlll be conducted by Bert Lar- specie effect for the daytime epi- Eddie as master of ceremonies; the Quintet playing his own modern-| may secure tickets from any member
combe. Sunday School wlll convene ^es
Magic Carpet campaign and election lstic composition. “Twilight in Tur- | of the men's class or at H. F. Kalat 2 o'clock, the preaching service
—adv. j loch's store or Harris’s Garage.
The new, surpriseful Cantornado of returns in Bagdad; the Queen of the key" at a Harem dance.
will be held at 3 o'clock.
______________________________ Services are discontinued during
LeRoy Tolman and Miss Josephine
GEORGES RIVER ROAD ;
®rotherhsCru,sade in R°ck'
SWAN'S
ISLAND
WALDOBORO
____
_____
_____
; land that all may have the opportun- 1
Who is ready to serve you Tolman are having a week's vacation
from John Bird Co. Miss Tolman is I Mrg Edward Scott was in Stoning- ! The Paragon Button Factory has Tne Sunday School will meet SUJ- ity to attend. Transportation ar-,
365 days in the year
visitmg her aunt Mrs. William Eells | ton
recejve medical treatment re- re-opened for business.
day at the Finnish Congregational rangements will be announced at the |
Silsby’s Flower Shop
in Fitchburg this week.
j cently.
jgrs j p Bailey. Mrs. Gladys Church at 10 o'clock and the preach - morning service Sunday. Several ’
from here will attend the afternoon '
TEL. 318-W
Leslie Partridge of West Upton is > A unlon
wm
gunday Grant, Mrs Mary Wade and Mrs.
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
service in Rockland and will take i
spending a lew days with Mr. and njght ,n the Methodist church. As Verna Scofield have been visitors in
lOOtf
one is welcome.
! basket lunches.
Mrs. Percie Fiske.
| tomorrow win
Mr Bailey.s Augusta.
Mr and Mrs. E. H. Pen\\ motore ««farewcu sunday,” union services will
Mrs. Kelsey Lash is guest of Mrs.
ues a> to orwaj and
an remained
rema ne be conducted ln the Baptist Church Harry Savage in Brookline. Mass,
overnight with Mrs. Perry's niece,
_____
at 7 o'clock
Mrs. Alton Jacobs.
Mr and MrsE1> Osier of Auburn
Make sure to get thc genuine
by insisting on
Bayer Aspirin.

I

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST

K

(AMOCO)

*

Special Winter Quality

- r \

M

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Della Norton went Tuesday to
Mexico to visit her sister, Mrs. Joseph
Haines.
Mrs. Ada Hopkins and Mrs. Janie
Fullerton have returned from a trip
to Massachusetts.
At the beano party Friday night at
Carolyn Davis, Aurelia Ripley, Annie
Dennison, Elizabeth Mitchell and
the Grange hall, prizewinners were
Mrs. Winchenbach.
Mrs. Lizzie Wiggin celebrated her
35th birthday Nov. 5. The day was
spent quietly at home in the enjoy
ment of a birthday cake brought to
her by her niece. Mrs. Ada Hewett
and daughter of Rockland, and other
presents from children and friends,
Mrs. Wiggin has spent all of her mar-'
ried ltfe here, coming as the bride of
the late Henry Wiggin from her home

in Nova Scotia. In her younger days
.•he took an active part in the l"e cf
the village and in addit,.on to her own
family has also rcared three grand
sons.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Robinson who
went to Nantucket recently expecting
to spend the winter there, have rent
ed their Nantucket heme and re
turned here.

MARTINSVILLE
“A New City ' wlll be thc subject of
J. Wesley Stuart Sunday morning at
10.30 in the Church on the Ridge The
Sunday school will meet at 11.30.
This church has joined the fellowship
of meeting with thc Spiritual Recovery Crusade in the Community Bulldlng. Rockiand, for Sunday evening
and week-night services.

Of5.000 EGGS 1

R DAY

is the indicated production of one female intestinal Round Worm8
(Ascaris), which may contain up to 27,000,000 eggs at one time

... This helps explain why Round Worms are the most common
human parasites, especially in children... It also helps explain
. why, for 86 years, parents have given their children Dr. True’s
V\Elixir to expel Round Worms ... Ask your Druggist for

sa

Dr.Tr tie’s Elixir
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE

AND

ROUND WORM EXPELLER

Rite-Best

Mrs. Edgar Hallowell (Jane Bron- I Leila Stockbridge is a tonsil patient were recent visitors here
kie) is nursing Dr. Louis Hart tn i at Maine Oeneral Hospital in PortMrs. George H. Coombs of Augusta
Camden.
{land
has been passing .a few days at her
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rose. Mr. and | Hazel Staples. Marion Herrick and home on Main street'
Mrs. Joseph Simmons and Mrs. 'Ruth Wood were dinner guests last
Mrs. 1 T. Marple has returned
Rinna Andrews of Tenant's Harbor J Saturday of Mrs. Nina Sprague.
, from a visit with friends in Arlington. |
Mass.
were guests Sunday of Mrs. Ida BarI G. F. Newman ts ln Portland for a
rows and Miss Lottie Ewell and all
The officers of Germania Lodge of
i few days.
attended the evangelistic services
Odd Fellows were installed Thurs
that night in Rockland.
I Mrs. Franklin Wood of Rockland
day evening by District Deputy
Miss Olive Tolman spent a few days }*s visiting her mother, Mrs. Andrew Orand Master E. W. Perkins and
early In the week wtth Miss Marcia
staff. They are: E. Ashley Walter, I
Farwell in Rockland.
Maurice Stanley was taken last Jr„ noble grand; La Forest I. Mank.
A large delegation from the village j Saturday to Rockland to receive vice grand; Clarence R Benner, re
heard the Taylor Brothers Wednes- treatment for Injuries sustained the! cording secretary; Ralph J. Benner,
day night in Rockland.
> previous night in an automobile ac- financial secretary’; William F. Ken-'
Your name and address printed
Mrs. Fannie Brewster is closing cident. The driver, Edward Withee nedy treasurer; Milton J. Creamer,
on envelopes and paper or mono
her house this weekend and will go to Jr- and another passenger, escaped warden; M. L. Palmer, conductor W
gram on sheets, address on enve
Bedford to pass the winter wtth her } uninjured. The car w’as badly dam E. Benner. R.S.NG.; James Calder
lopes. Black, Blue, Green or
aged.
daughter.
Miss Emma Brewster.
wood. L.S.N.G.; George Greenlaw, i
Brown ink.
Perley
Winchenbach, I
Mrs Ella Morse was hostess Thurs chaplain;
WATER STRIPED VELUM
RSS.; Alfred Davis, LSS.; Harold}
day to the Methodist Ladies Aid.
White Deckle Edge
SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. sfockbridge Flanders. RS.V.G.; Ernest Poole, j
36 folded sheets 4%x7%
Mrs. Russell Knight and two chil have recently moved to their attrac- JLS.V.G.; Vellis Weaver. I.G.; Charles
36 envelopes 4x5% square flap
$1.15 postpaid
dren recently returned from a week's tive bunglow for the winter, and Bowers. O. G.
week's visit with her mother ln Bid celebrated the occasion with a beano} Mrs. Clinton B Stahl and Mrs.
OR
60 fiat sheets 7’jXlO'i
party. Guests were Mr. and Mrs ] Stanley Poland left today for Windeford.
50 envelopes 4x7!i square flap
i William Freethy, Mr. and Mrs Walter Chester, Mass., where they will visit
F
Adelbert
Dunton
shot
a
buck
re

$1.10 postpaid
Mrs. Edward Connors.
cently—a small one compared to what Stanley and Laura Stinson.
« • • •
} he usually bags. Thus far only three j
-----------------AUTOCRAT DECKI.E EDGE
White Vellum
deer have been shot in this locality.
Forty Years Ago
WASHINGTON
Square flap envelopes and folded
Rev. and Mrs. Gardner Wills are at
An odd circumstance concerns the
sheets
home following several weeks' stay
finding of an old newspaper with an
50 envelopes 4x5%
High School Notes
account of a happening in Waldoboro
in Salem. Rev. Mr. Wills is improved
60 sheets 4%x7%
A baked bean supper will be served
$1.35 postpaid
town meeting more than 40 years ago.
in health but will he unable to take
at the Grange hall Monday at 6
his place in the pulpit until Jan. 1.
The paper was found in an old
o'clock, following which there will be
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Day and
cabin on the grounds adjacent to
free moving pictures for those who
Good Will Farm. The paper was used
; daughter Madelyn were guests Sunattend the supper. The proceeds will
to keep out thc wind from around
l day of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton.
be used to improve school properly
the door of the building which was
Miss Day, who spent the past two
and equipment. The co-operation
) years in New York, is now in trainattractive in design but with doors
of parents and citizens is solicited.
1 ing for a nurse at Knox Hospital.
and windows rotted away.
Leroy Grinnell and Wilfred Turner
The article is headed:—“A Waldo
A crew of men and a steam shovel
are among the fortunate ones to get
boro Town meeting in which legs and
are busy on Toad rwork between Sears
a deer.
arms are reported to be more promi
mont and Belmont.
The Girls' Outing Club met recently
nent than votes and brains." It con
Herbert Cobb returned last Satur
and voted to add several activities to
cerns a fist fight between two promi
day from the Bradbury’ Memorial
Its point list whereby new members
} Hospital in Belfast where he was a
nent citizens following a dispute as
can earn emblems. Two of these are
to whether an appropriation should
' patient for two weeks.
cycling and hunting. A committee
Your name and address printed
be made for Memorial Day.
Lawrence Cushman and Ernest
was nominated to prepare a program
on sheets and envelopes only
Names are suppressed for evident
Sprowl have returned from a trip to
for the next meeting.
reasons but thc heated discussion and
PATRICIAN
Michigan, whence they took the
The
seniors
have
chosen
“
My
White Laid
} household effects of Mrs. Joseph Jacksubsequent battle between prominent
Mother-In-Law," a matrimonial mixBlack, Blue, Brown. Green Ink
citizens reminds us that even in
up in three acts, as their class play
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
"the good old days" life was not all
The travelers saw many points of in
Parts will be assigned shortly.
40 envelopes 4x5%
filled with happiness..
terest, one section in particular at
Three
new
pupils
to
enter
school
OR
tracting thelr attention, as grapes are Evelyn Light and Virginia Ligh;
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
formed the only commercial product of Somerville, and Sanford Jones of
NORTH CUSHING
40 envelopes 4x6%
there. The price of this fruit was Washington.
$1.15 postpaid
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Laine went Fri
quoted at $40 a ton.
Mr. Humphrey and the boys had a
GRAYTONE TWEED
Mrs. Carrie iMitchell of Belfast ls wood piling contest recently with good day to Providence, being accompan
Vellum
ied as far as Boston by Mrs. John
visiting Miss Belle Lowell who re results.
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
Lindell who will proceed to Quincy
cently
bought
the
Charles
Brown
40 envelopes 4x5%
Mildred Creamer and Blanche
where she has employment.
property.
Creamer
have
recovered
from
mumps
OR
Variety Club meets this week with
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
and are again at school.
Mrs. Charles Decker. The sessions
This year, the smart thing ls to use
40 envelopes 4x6%
for the past two weeks have been in
$1.15 postpaid
Personalized Holiday Greetings. Make
the form of birthday parties, honor
your selection now—while all lines
ing members and relatives of mem
are complete; you will find Just the
bers.
sentiment and design you wish, for
Miss Vieno Lindell will go Sunday
the modest sum of $1 which will buy
to Thomaston where she will stay
from 16 to 50 cards depending on the
ROCKLAND, ME.
with Mrs. R. O. Dolliver while at
quality. The Courler-Oazette—adv.
«
tending school.
,y q,.j.} {< q>+«;• •}•
4

Printed Stationery

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE

It's great to drive a Chevrolet, when you can have your choice
of any one of these distinctive body types.. . when you can
own a car of such outstanding beauty, comfort and safety
. . . when you can enjoy all of Chevrolet’s modern, up-todate advantages—at such low prices and with such extremely

symbol of Stf

low operating costs.
CHEVROLET MOTOR DIVISION, General Motors Solei Corporation, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST.
Barker's Garage, Union

ROCKLAND

Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven

TEL. 1250

Carroll's Garage, Thomaston

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazett^, Saturday,' November !3, 1937
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THOMASTON

are a dozen other gewgaws connected
with the engine which are the latest
devices of modern firefighting apparatus.
The new truck Will replace the
McCann pumper which after being
i repaired and painted will be assigned
I to Engine Company No. 3, and will j
be used as reserve piece.

,
'
!
;

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column not to

WANTED

♦

FOR SALE

’

♦
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will f
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
The How and Why of the
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
serve the banquet Friday for Knox
tional lines flve cents each for one time
FAMILY washings wanted to do. Write
County Fish and Oame Association.
10 cents for three times. Six small .words “W” at The Courier-Gazette Ofilce.
National
Unemployment
Census
to
a
line.
_________________________________
134*136
FOR
The Circle will serve no other sup
CAPABLE housekeeper.
expereneed
per during the remainder of the
' practical nurse, refined type, would like
R
1
I work.
Excellent references given. 21
month.
A PEARL STREET. Belfast.__ I
I
A
nation-wide
census
of
all
unemployed
and
partially
un

Mr. and Mrs. E'gar Libby. Mr. and
POULTRY wantqd, top prices paid. I.
<
employed persons in the United States will be taken between
POUST. 91 No. Main St.. Tel. 41-J.
Mrs. Irving Condon. Mr. and Mrs.;
136*138
the dates of November 16 to 20, by act of Congress, and at the
LADY’S Hamilton gold wrist watch I —--------:—;-------- u
Edgar A. Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Ken
lost Nov. 7. between Rockport and Ay- I PATIENTS cared for at Rest Haven
direction
of
President
Roosevelt.
neth Marshall and son Albert, Mr.
pleton Reward. MRS. OEORGE HYLER. £°,nv?^5ce^r
105 Llmeroc,* St
Here, in question-and-answer form, is the information you - Tel. Camden 607.
134*136 Tel 1293
AMES.________ 135*137
and Mrs. Warren Knights and Mr.1
Special For
Rheims Cathedral, Which
I3ECOND
HAND
laundi>»7
trayn cr
need to know about this plan.
MAN’S POCKETBOOK with zipper top
and Mrs. Frederick Jordan were
lost Friday on Main St., containing tubs wanted H BALDWIN, 6 Chestnut
November
St.,
Camden.
136-138
Was
Damaged
By
Ger

small amount of money, man's white
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron A.
1. WHAT IS PURPOSE OF THE UNEMPLOYMENT CENSUS?
gold ring Reward. Return to The Cou- I GIRL, 18 to 25. wanted today or SunTo
get
an
accurate
count
of
the
unemployed
and
partly
unem

Clark at a venison supper given'
mans, Is Restored
rler-Gazette or TEL. Camden 656.
I day—important.
Working conditions
ployed.
•
13€>438 | excellent. Two adults and infant. Please
Thursday at "Camp Ki-ora" Ler
phone
Immediately.
MRS. JOHN DUROUT of pasture in Union, Jersey
Reims (Rheims) Cathedral, badly j
I. TO WHOM WILL CARDS BE SENT?
mond's Pond.
i
136-lt
heifer, eight months old lost. O. W. RELL. Tel. 74-M.
To every family in the United States.
CARROLL.
Rockville
134*136
damaged
by
fire
and
bombardment
GENTLEMAN
lodger
wanted ln home
The first basketball games of the
with complete modern conveniences.
J. UNDER WHOSE AUSPICES IS TIIE CENSUS BEING TAKEN?
season will be played at Andrews'
during the World War. at last has
Celia B. Flye, Prop.
Address "LODGER.” care of The Cou
Congress has decreed, and the President has directed, that it be
rier-Gazette.
131*tf
Probate
Notices
THOMASTON,
ME.
Gymnasium next Wednesday at 7.30
been restored to the magnificence!
taken.
OLD DOLLS wanted Write what you
MAIN ST.
TEL, 133
o'clock when the Thomaston High
STATE OF MAINE
of the days when it served as coron- j
have. Old glass, goblets, any pattern,
4. IS THE CENSUS COMPULSORY?
To all persons Interested ln either of and wine glasses, also o’«l iron mechani
School boys will play the Bowdoin
134-136 then T143
i ation church of French kings.
No. But every unemployed or partly unemployed person is
cal banks. Will buy old flax wheels
the estates hereinafter named:
Cubs and the girls' team will play
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, and sea chests. Write COLLECTOR Box
urgently requested to cooperate.
‘•For nearly two decades this cher136-141
ln and for the County of Knox, on the 635^Rockland. Me.
the Alumnae.
19th day of October, ln the year of our
5.
HOW
WILL
THE
CENSUS
BE
CONDUCTED?
BOARDERS wanted.
Quiet warm
.
t .
v.
! son os organist, were among the guest I evening service will be cancelled in \ ished French shrine has been closed
Lord, one thousand nine hundred and rooms. good board. Reasonable price,
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Lalne, who have
’
.....
. 7. . ..
.
. ,
Through the facilities of the Post Office Department. Report Cards
thirty-seven and by adjournment from , THE little GUEST HOUSE. 16 oleaofficers who filled the chairs.
I order that those who wish may at- | to ty,e public while architects, i
will be delivered to every family. Cards are to be returned by
been visiting relatives and friends
x° dai-^fr07l,,the 19th
s?ld I son St.. Thomaston, Tel. 186-11
Mr. and Mrs. Everett R. Noble tend the meeting of the Spiritual
October.
The followng matters having
mail to Washington for tabulation and analysis.
financed chiefly by the French Gov
in Providence. Quincy and Milford.
been presented for the action there-__________________
1J1 ll>0
(Miss
Alta
Welch),
who
spent
their
Recovery
Crusade
at
the
Community
Mass., for the past week, returned I
upon hereinafter Indicated lt Is hereby
6. WHEN WILL THE CENSUS BE TAKEN?
ernment and John D. Rockefeller.
j honeymoon at Lake Penaseewasee. in 1 Building in Rockland at 7 30.
ORDERED:
Cards will be delivered on November 16 and must be returned
Thursday to Cushing.
I Norway, have been holiday guests of | J. M. Winchenbach of Framing- Jr. repaired war damage." says a bul
That notice thereof be given to all
by MIDNIGHT NOVEMBER 20. They are already addressed and
persons Interested, by causing a copy
Mrs. A R. Benedict will speak her parents .warden and Mrs. John {ham. Mass . is visiting hls sister, Mrs. letin from the Washington. D. C
no postage is required.
of this order to be published three weeks
Tuesday at 3 o'clock at the Commu- H We]ch and went Priday t0 their j Alma Spear.
successively ln The Courler-Oazctte.
headquarters of the National Geo7. W IIO SHOULD FILL AND RETURN CARDS?
a newspaper published at Rockland In
nity Building on the making of win-i n£W home in Bjaine
j The only service at St John's I graphic Society. "In 1927 a redediEvery person who is unemployed or partly unemployed who is
said County, that they may appear at a
EVERYTHING must be sold this week
ter decorations. All members of the
Pic bate Court to be held at said Rock at 336 Main St., corner Pleusant St., re
able to work and wants work.
_ j
u i. u ii Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Skillin and son I Church Sunday will be. 9.30 a. m.. 1 cation ceremony marked partial reland on the 16th day of November. A. gardless of cost; consisting of women’s
D.. 1937. at nine o'clock ln the fore and men's wearing apparel, other things
XhiB!\5r Benedict wifi be admitted Richard of Portland passed the holi- Hol>' EucharLSt
construction of the edifice. Now
g. W'HAT AGE LIMITS APPLY?
noon. and be heard thereon If they see too numerous to mention.
135 133
There are no age limits except existing State regulations concern
*
‘
fee Ptc- ^5' with Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. _Mr ar*d Mrs Walter Powers of (after an impressive service, the re, cause.
free, others paying a small
R I. RED PULLETS for sale, laying.
ing
workers'
ages.
Perkins Island Light Station are stored cathedral has been reopened
CHARLES E ROSS, late of Owl's Eead. CARLETON F WEAVER. North Waldo
ceding this lecture there wlll be a, I Feyler.
I deceased. Wlll and Petition for Pro- boro. Me.
136*138
9. SHOULD MORE THAN ONE UNEMPLOYED PERSON IN A FAMILY
visiting Mr. Powers' sister and fOr worship.
l bate thereof, asking that the same mav
fall flower show bv the Rockland’ Mr. and Mrs. Forest W. Stone. Miss.. ..
.,
......
,
,
RETURN A CARD?
fail nower snow o> me nocsianu
brother. Mrs. Ella Hopkins and Frank !
be proved and allowed and that Letters
PIGS for sale. 5 weeks ojfd. price $3.
and Camden Clubs. Anyone inter-' Elizabeth Woodcock and
Forest > Lunt
Yes. Every unemployed member of a family should fill out and
Used As Emergency Hospital
Testamentary Issue to Christina P. Ross ALDEN J. WALTZ. Tel. 18-22. Waldo
of Owl's Head, she being the Executrix boro._______________________ 135*137
return a card, if able to work and seeking work.
ested in contributing arrangements Grafton attended the Colby-Bates j
_______________
| named ln said Will, without bond.
-----------------"During September 1914. when the
BANKING BRUSH for sale: also loam
would be welcomed by the com- I football game Armistice Day in
10. W HERE MAY ADDITIONAL CARDS BE OBTAINED?
RALPH H. CROCKETT, late of Rock and gravel; delivered. Tel. 23-W, WILGermans seized Reims, they covered
At any post office or from your postman.
land. deceased
Will and Petition for I LIAM ANDERSON 48 West Meadow Rd .
mittees
Waterville.
Probate thereof, asking that the same Clty
136-138
: the floor of the cathedral's vast nave i
11. WHERE CAN INFORMATION BE SECURED IN FILLING OUT
may be proved and allowed aud that ------ ■---------------------------------------------------Dr. E. R. Moss accompanied by
The sum of $15.25 was realized
Letters
Testamentary
Issue
to
Mary
E
e
.
FLAT
alto
Saxaphone
for
sale.
TEI..
CARDS?
AU with straw prior to quartering sol- ,
from the supper Wednesday given by Dr Warren Bowers of Boothbay Har- Thomaston Folks Ar
Crockett of Rockland, she being the , 101-M
135-tf
At your post office or from your postman.
Executrix
named
In
said
Will,
without
—
7
—
i
—
• J .
the Baptist Choral Society.
[ bor. Dr. Benjamin Duce of DamariI CHILDREN S and Ladies Halid Knit
Pepped Up Over Their dlers there
After ,he Oennanf
12. IS THIS CENSUS CONFINED TO AMERICAN CITIZEN'S?
Fancy Mittens for sale. 60c ar,d 75c.
Ten members of Pine Cone Troop, -cotta. Dr. Franklin Randolph of
_
withdrew from the town, the French
EUGENE B SLEEPER, late of Rock- MRS MARGARET ROBINSON. 23 Spruce
No. All permanent residents of the United States are included.
Girl Scouts accompanied by their Waldoboro and Dr. Charles DiPierri
New rumper
converted the church into a hospital
| land, deceased
Wlll and Petition for St . Tel 11C8-M.______
______ 136*138
13. IS THE INFORMATION GIVEN ON THE CARDS TO BE CONSID
J Piobate thereof, asking that the same
STOVES for sale, enamel, electric.
lieutenant. Miss Jane R. Miller, hiked of Wiscasset attended the evening
. K__ .
7
. . .
.for French and German wounded
may be proved and allowed and that Franklin for wood or coal; also coffee
ERED
CONFIDENTIAL?
A banquet was given at Anderson s
...
Letters Testamentary Issue to Carolyn percolator, restaurant size; 138 CAM
Thursday to George McCarter's in clinical session at the Osteopathic
Nevertheless the Germans used the
Yes. This information will be used for unemployment statistics
M Sleeper, of Rockland, she being the DEN ST. Tel. 1214-M. Call after 5 pm.
; Cafe, Thomaston. Tuesday night by high towcrs as targeU c;aimlng the.
Cushing, where their noon day meal Hospital Wednesday in Portland,
Executrix named in said Wlll. without __________________________________ 134-tf
only.
bond.
Miss Mabel Amesbur>. who visited Charles E. Gorman, of Augusta, State sheltered military observation posts
cooked in the open air. consisted of
11. SHOULD EVERY QUESTION OF THE CENSUS CARD BE AN
TWO pure-bred Hereford heifers and
WILLIAM I BARROWS, late of Rock one bull for sale. O W. CARROLL.
tin can cookery Those in the group her cousin Mrs. Maude Calderwood agen* for the Buffalo Fire Appliance Fire completely destroyed the roof
SWERED?
land. deceased
Wlll and Petition for Rockville
13-F136
Yes. To obtain the most accurate information possible, the Presi
Probate thereof, asking that the same
were Scouts Harriette Tillson. Ma- in Union for three weeks returned I corporation, to celebrate the arriva’. descended wcoden scaffolding on a
BULL DOGS for ra’.t; three pretty.
may be proved and allowod and that
dent
asks
that
each
question
be
answered.
Numbers
9
and
10
are
Tie Clark, Maxine Mitchell, Ruth home Friday.
engine Those who tower 10 the nave' set the straw 011
__________ _______
white markings: six
Letters Testamentary
issue to _____
Maudedark puppies.
particularly important. However, failure to answer some of the
M. Barrows of Rockland, she being the weeks old: also grown male, dark MRS.
Butler. Virginia Roes. Jean Crie.
Services at the Federated Church I
Hre, and practically gutted the buildquestions
will
not
invalidate
the
card.
' Executrix named in said Will, without ROSE HUPPER. Tenant’s Harbor. Tel
Audrey Simmons. Phyllis Hall. Pris- Sunday will be Sunday School ara:tende<i were members of the town |
4-3._____________________________ 136*138
bond.
15. W HO IS AN “UNEMPLOYED" PERSON?
FIFrEEN Bull Orphic,gtons, laying
cilia Hastings, Jeanette Linscott 9 45 o'clock; morning service at 11. Are engine committee, the three se- i ..prom time to tlme for the re.
ELMER E NASH, late or Warren, de
A person of either sex or any color who is not working and is able
ceased
Wlll and Petlton for Probate pullets for sale, tl each: may be seen
and Mrs. Elmer S. Ingalls, who was for the junior congregation. Music lectmen. Hiram Likbv, Fr^d Fer- ( mainder of the war. airplane bombs
on
Mountain Road at MRS. SKINNER'S.
to work and seeking work.
thereof, asking that the same may be
136-tf
proved and allowed and that Letters
a special guest.
wiU include the anthems. "Sing Unto nald and Alfred M. Strout. and the and shells from long-range guns
16. WHO IS A "PARTLY UNEMPLOYED” PERSON?
Ttstamentary Issue to Harold S. Fos
BLACK horse for sale or trade for
Mr. and Mrs. Harry <J. Noble, who The Lord," by Lane, members of the I board of fire engineers. Fire chief, struck the cathedral. Buttresses and
sett of Union, he being the Eecutor cow. Good all round horse. 1400 lbs.
A person of either sex or any color with part-time employment
namad ln said Will, without bond
Price right. JAS. 3OUTAR. St. George .
have been visiting in Freeport for Junior Choir, and ♦! Hath Not Edwin A. Anderson. Assistant Chiefs, chapels were damaged. Only the
who is able to do more work and is looking for more work.
ESTATE J. LEROY McCONCHIE. late ________________________________ 134*139
ten days, returned yesterday to Seen" by Norman, the senior choir. A William W. Gilchrest and Donald massive strength of the thick walls
17. ARE PERSONS ON EMERGENCY WORK PROJECTS INCLUDED?
j of Rockland, deceased. Petition for ad
FORD COUPE. 1930. for sale, flne run
ministration. asking that James Pease ning order, heater Price right. DR.
Blaine, after spending the holiday primary .eatur? Messages from c. Whitney; and visiting chiefs, Joseph saved the interior from utter destruc- '
Yes. They should register as unemployed. A specific question,
I of Rockland, or some other suitable PEABODY. Tel 52-11. Thomaston.
Number 2c, is provided on the Report Card for all persons work
with Warden and Mrs. John H Mail Bag" and a story sermon, "How w. Randlette of Richmond—also tion. Strangely the equestrienne
, person be appointed Admr. with bond
134*136
ing on a W.P.A., N.Y.A., C.C.C., or other emergency work project
Welch.
To Find Happiness." Evening sen-ice president of Maine and New England statue of Joan of Arc. close by. reUSED battery radio for sale. 1937
ESTATE LUCIE F. WINSLOW, late ol
which
is
supported
by
public
funds.
I Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad model, complete with new batteries.
Mrs. Errol Buker and son Leon at 7 o'clock, subject of the pastor's Fire Chiefs' Association—Oeorge Me- mained uninjured in the midst of j
ministration. asking that Charles T. SAYWARDS OARAGE. 515 Main St.
of Biunswlck spent Armistice Day sermon. "The Great Decision."
Curdy of Augusta. Allen Payson of falling shells and many considered
' Smalley of Rockland or some other suit City.
135*138
able person be appointed Admr. without
BANKING brush lur sale, pr unDt de
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. TruMrs. Eben Alden has closed heT Camden. Van Russell of Rockland this a good omen.
bond.
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
livery TEL 196-W
134*139
man Sawyer.
j borne here for the winter and re- > Stephen Austin of Euilalo. the Buf- “Shells that broke pinnacles and
ESTATE WILLIAM H CONDON, late of
OF THE UNITED STATES
CHESTER white pigs for sale. 6 weeks
I Filendshlp. deceased
Petition for Ad old Turnips 60c bu. HENRY CROCK
Miss Carleen Davis went yesterday cently went to Fruitland Park. Fla., falo Fir? Appliance Corporation's disfigured statues also shattered
ministration. asking that Marguerite ETT. So. Thomaston Tel. 371-4. 1: 3*138
The White House
to Boston where she will enter Bur- accompanied by Mrs. Madison Hart J engineer, and Capt Irving Condon of priceless 13th century stained glass
G. Condon of Portland, or some other
COAL. wood, coke lor sale; delivered
Washington
: suitable person be appointed Admx..
dett Business College.
of Danville, Ky Mrs. Maude Lord Company to whom the new truck w;ndOws. Drawings of these windows
anywhere ln Knox County. J. B PAUL
( without bond.
124-tf
Mrs. Leah F. Davis, district deputy of Fruitland Park. Fla., who have
is to be assigned. fortunately had been preserved, and
TO EVERY WORKER:
) ESTATE ISAAC N. YOUNO, late of SEN. Tel. Thoma.ton 02.
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
It you are unemployed or partly unemployed and are able to work
grand matron. Mrs. Marian B. been her guests, and Miss Lucy
The citizens of Thomaston are scme of xhe wind3ws have been re' Thomaston, deceased. First and final
paper,
etc
Capacity
150
lb.
bales.
Apply
and are seeking work, please fill out this report card right away and
. account presented for allowance by
Grafton. worthy matron of Grace Skinner.
Justly proud of the new pumper, constructed jn their original forms
at this OFFICE.
113-tf
Hollis D Young. Admr.
mail it before midnight, Saturday, November 20, 1937. No postage
Chapter. O.E.S., Mr. and
Mrs.
At the Baptist Church. Sunday which is of 750-gallon capacity, cen- ’ others have been fitted with temESTATE A MINNIE PLUMMER, late of
stamp is needed.
Charles Knights, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- School will be at 9.45 o'clock; morn- i trifugal type. The hose body has a 1 pOrary colorless glass awaiting reCemden. deceased First and final ac R * The Congress directed me to take this census. It is important to
ccunt presented for allowance by Mar 4
gar Libby. Mrs. Doris Simmons. Mrs. ins worship at 11, subject of the pas- capacity of 1500 feet of 24 inch hose placement by the stained glass of
the unemployed and to everyone in this land that the census be com
tha P Hewett. Exx
I
plete. honest, and accurate. If you give me the facts, I shall try to
Ruth L. Perry, Mrs. Blanche C. Vose. < for’S sermon "Christ's Word To The and 5C2 feet of 14 inch hose, pro- future artists
ESTATE ZEBEDEE E. SIMMONS, late
use them for the benefit of ail who need and want work and do not now
*•« *•• ••• •••
i of South Thomaston, deceased. First
Mrs. Avis R. Brasier. Mrs. Faye Stet- Nations." Music will include the an- ‘ tected from the weather by a cani and final account presented for allowhave it
FURNISHED rooms to let for light
son, Mrs. Josephine W. jtone and 1 thems, “Build Thee More Stately vas tarpaulin. It is equipped with a
Scme Statues EcR Mutilated
1
ance
by
Lena
8
Simmons.
Exx.
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
housekeeping, heated. 34* FULTON ST .
Mrs. Lura M. Libby motored Wed- Mansions" byAndrews with inci- 32-foot
extension ladder, an 18“An entire new roof has been conESTATE FRANCES E HURLEY., late of Tel 733-M
136*138
Rockiand.
deceased
Second
and
final
nesday to Damariscotta where they dental solo by Raymond K Greene, icot roof folding ladder. There are structed. Walls, pinnacles, and butFOUR-ROOM unfurnished, all modern
' account presented for allowance by F
apartment to let. with garage. 38 Beech
Helen Paladino. Admx
attended the meeting of Crystal “Savior Again to Thy Dear Name" three lengths of 5-inch suction hose tresses have been skillfully mended.
St Rent reasonable. L A THURSTON.
ESTATE
FRANCES
E
HURLEY,
late
of
|
Tel. 1159
136-138
Chapter on the occasion of Guest by Sheldon. A meeting of the Young one length of soft suction hose Tapestries and works of art carried Several statues purposely have been
Notices of Appointmer^
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Dls---------'i.-s......
FIVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
Officers' Night. Mrs. Lura Libby, as People's Society cf the Christian En- for use on hydants and three off to safety during the war have left mutilated as reminders of the
Veazie. Register of Probate ’
*rtm?reSented by F Helen Paia- Spru(.c Hea(i t9 let very ,ea.,onable; fireI Charles L.________ __
associate conductress and Mrs. Stet- deavor will be held at 6 o'clock. The lengths of 24 suction hose. There been returned to their places. bombardment.
•
aln
°
Aamx
wood
for
the
cutting.
TEL.
793-W
after
for the County of Knox, ln the State
136-tf
‘ From 1180 until 1824, Reims was of Maine, hereby certify that ln the PARTNERSHIP ESTATE THURSTON 4 p. m
estates th? persons were ap- BROTHERS, ot South Union First and
SEVEN-ROOM apartment to let at 14
the favorite coronation place of following
pointed
Administrators.
Executors, final account presented for allowance by gunoik st Inoulre TEL 101-M
135-tf
French kings. Most notable crown- Ouardlans and Conservators and on the Jenr.te A. Thurston of South Union, sole
UNFURNISHED 7-room heated apart
dates hereinafter named:
Surviving Partner.
mg was that of Charles VII in 1429,
ment to let with bath. Enquire at 22
EDWARD H. PIPER, late of Rock
ESTATE ANNIE H. HADLOCK. late of SCHOOL ST . City
134*136
attended by Joan of Arc. West port. deceased Hattie P Piper of Rock- Csmden. deceased. Petition for Ad.....
................
..........
__
TWO furnished apartments to let,
port
waa
appointed
Exx
.
Oct.
9.
1937,
|
ministration,
asking
that
Helen
A
minster Abbey. England's great coro- without bond
Bean, or some other suitable person be
aat* 43,90
v 1 STUDLEY,
..
. 009
, In <34
283 AT
Main
St., cr 77 Park St.. Te’. 1154
nat.cn church, was largely patterned
Abbi"e e burgess, late of Union. appointed Admx., without bond.
or 330.
133-tf
ESTATE HATTIE A. COPELAND, late
, after this cathedral.
deceased. t(li A. Golf of Union was
FURNISHED apartment to let of four
of
Thomaston,
deceased.
First
and
"Reims is considered a masterpiece M1dOlquahfi^dn’by nung" bond oet.19?!' final account presented for allowance by rooms nnd bath MRS J. P. WHITE,
102 Union St. Tel. 628-M
136-tf
i Ethel B Cameron. Admx.
of Gothic architecture. Built on the 1937
NICELY furnished heated room to let
ELWELL
R
MOODY,
late
of
Warren.
'
WILLARD
C
HOWE,
late
of
Camden.
I
site of a previous church, it was com- deceased. Austin J Moody ?nd George | deceased. Will and Petition for Pro- gentleman preferred. 23 MASONIC ST..
134*136
pleted in the 13th century, with the E Moody, both of Rockiand. were ap bate thereof, askog that the same may Tel. 1177-J.
HOUSE to let. with all Improvements,
pointed Exrs. Sept 21. 1937. and qual- ba proved and allowed and that Letters
exception of its twin-towered west fled by filing bond Oct. 16, 1937.
of Administration with the will an corner Llmerock St. and Broadway,
nexed be Issued to Ella M. Overlock of 325 month V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
ern facade finished about 100 years
HATTIE PIERCE, late of Washington. Rockport,
or some other suitable per St , or 77 Park St.. Tel. 1154 or 330
i later. This facade is noted for its deceased. William L. Pierce of Washing son. without bond.
133-tf
ton was appointed Admr.. Oct. 19. 1937.
FURNISHED apartment to let. four
wealth of sculpture. Above the three and qualified by filing bond on same I ESTATE ANGUS A MCDONALD, late of
Thomaston, deceased. First and final rooms bath MRS W S KENNISTON.
deeply- recessed portals are more date.
(Including private claim of 176 So Main St . Tel. 874-W
133-tf
.
J WALTER STROUT. :ate of Rock- account
) presented for allowance by Ar
than 5C0 statues, ranged row upon j,nd. deceased. Alfred M. Strout cf Admr
FIVE-ROOM rent to let ou Trlnily St.
thur E McDonald
An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
row. These served as 'picture-books' . L
ho^,ton .,was
«„Adn£;.,.Oci,
SARAH F COOK, late of Thomaston, Main & Park Sts.
127-tf
19. 1937. and qualified by filing bond on
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
for teaching Biblical history to medl- i same date.
SOME large, and some small tenements
thereof, asking that the same may be
eval worshippers who could neither , nellie f. Ross, late of Rockland. proved and allowed and that Letters to let. reasonable prices, c. M BLAKE S
■ deceased. Mildred F Ross of Rockland Testamentary Issue to Maynard Spear wall paper store. Tel. 662.
131-tf
read nor write.
; was appointed Admx. Oct. 19, 1937, and Lucy Spear, both of Thomaston, they
nenv w let. a rooms;
being the Exrs, named ln said Will, heated. bath. 36 PLEASANT ST . Tel.
“The pointed central portal leads wlthout bond
H L
, LELAND KILLERAN. late of Cushing. without bond.
131-tf
the eye to the magnificent rose win- i deceased. Fred l Killeran of Cushlna HARRIET A. BUKER.. late of Rock 902-W
Furnished apartment tc let. at 25
dew above it.
it nearly
neariv 40
40leet
feptIn in
r1i-i
aPP°nted
Admr..bond
Oct. 19,on1937.
ucw aDove
aiwas
qUaitfl
ed by filing
sameand
date, land, deceased. Wlll and Petition for North Main St
ELMER C. DAVIS. 375
Probate thereof, asking that the same
126 128-tf
ameter. Still higher one sees a row
hiram ulmer. late of Rockiand, de- may be proved and allowed and that Main St . Tel. 77.
___________
__
_ to Frank I APARTMENT to let. 4 rooms with bath.
Letters
Testamentary
issue
I of
statues
of
French
kines
each
'
c
«
i
‘
t
’
ed
Ensign
Otis
of
Rockland
was
or statuesoi rTencn
Kings, eacn appolntcd Admr, oct 19. 1937. and qual- H “Ingraham of Rockland, he being the I 12 KNOX ST . City. Tel 156-W
128-tf
nearly ten feet tall. From them the lfled by filing bond on same date.
Executor named ln said Will, without
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
bond
JOHN L MINK, late of Union, de
ment to let at 15 Summer St. MRS.
eye travels up to the two flat-topped ceased
Sarah A Mink of Union was
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire. FROST. Tel. 318-W.
131-tf
square towers. These were originally appoint,d Admx. Oct 19. 1937, and Judge of Probate Court for Knox County.
by filing bond on same date. Rockland, Maine.
surmounted by spires but, destroyed qualified
ALDEN O
MERRIFIELD, late of Attest:
Legal Notice
; by fire in 1481. they were never re Thomaston, deceased Hattie P. Merri
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
field of Thomaston was appointed Exx
130-8-136
placed.
COMMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE
Oct 19. 1937. without bond
KNOX. SS
“The towers overlook the town of
HELEN M WILLIAMS, late of Rock
October 28. A D.. 1937.
land. deceased
Annette Keighley of
Reims, about 100 miles northeast of Middle
W*. the undersigned, having been
Haddam. Conn . was appointed 1
duly appointed by the Honorable Harry
Paris in the champagne district. Exx. Oct. 19. 1937. without bond Ed
ward C. Payson of Rockland was ap 4
4 E Wilbur. Judge of Probate within and
From surrounding vine-clad hills pointed Agent ln Maine.
for said County. Commissioners to re
ceive and decide upon the claims of the
FRED O JAMESON, late of Warren,
comes wine to be stored in the city's
creditors of the estate of Robert U.
deceased Alma L Jer eson of Warren
RELIABLE
SPIRITUAL
READING
BY
Cclllns,
late of Rockland, in said County,
miles of wine cellars. During the was appointed Six., O: 19. 1937, wlth- MAIL. 25c and stamp. You may ask
deceased, whose estate has been repre
questions. GEORGE JONES. Dlxmont. sented insolvent, hereby give public
war, when continual heavy bombard- ,out h01”1135*137 notice, agreeably to the order of the
mnr., nroMi.aiiL
„i»,. I GLADYS M HEAIt). of Thomaston, Me.
ment practically wiped out the city, i Lilin b Elliot of Tl.omaston was apAll persons having bills for raid Judge of Probate, that stx months
forcing 1G0,COO citizens to leave. 17.000 I pointed Odn . Oct I*. 1927. and quali orNOTICE:
against the estate of Leland Killeran, from and after the 19th day of October.
fied by filing bond cn same date.
please present at once. FRED KIL A. D. 1937. have been allowed to said
remained and used these wine cel
creditors to present and prove thelr
CLARA A GREEN, late of Rockland, LERAN. Admr.
claims, and that we will attend to the
lars as dormitories, courts, offices, deceased. E. C. Dow of Rockport was
duty
assigned us at Probate Court Room
appointed Admr., Oct. 19. 1937. and
for Rugs and Hand Knitting
and even schools which gave ex qualified by filing bond Oct. 26. 1937. atYARNS
in Rockland, ort Tuesday. November 23.
bargains, Samples and kitting d
H. A. BARTLETT. Har- 1937 and Friday. April 15. 1938. at two
WILLIAM T. HOCKING, late of Ten rections free
aminations and prizes. Today, re
129-140 of the clock in the afternoon of each of
ant's Harbor, deceased.
Winfred T. meny. Me.
said days.
built Reims is almost back to pre Hocking of Melrose Highlands. Mass
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
CHARLES T. SMALLEY,
war population and is again
busy
"" , anpPonbv
?‘d filing
*dmrbend
t °5t Oct.
'9; ’26.
?57',SS
STUART C BURGESS.
°
J qualified
1937d let for the season Phone us. Rockland
980,
STONINGTON
FURNITURE
CO.
Commissioners.
making champagne."
Daisy B. Hocking of Tenant’s Harbor

$5.00 PERMANENT WAVE

LOST AND FOUND

War Wounds Healed

Colonial
Beauty Shop

♦

Yes They’re Proud

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

STEP AHEAD AND
BE MONEY AHEAD

VMM AX-

OLDSMOBILE

appointed Agent ln Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
130-8-136

HEMSTITCHING
Let me hemstitch the lace on your
runners and centerpieres

MRS. BROWN
79 UNION ST.,

ROCKLAND
133*lt

READ THE AOS

131-tf

PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
accordion lessons at your home. tl.
C. A LUNDELL. Friendship.
131-tf

WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches,
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames
bury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
131-tf
LADIES—Re Mabie hair goods at Cockland Hair 8tore. 24 Elm St. Mall oiders
solicited- H* C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
131-tf

130-S-136

At;

SELL u/ZzA
■M

«

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 13, 1937

Seeks New Members

A W. C. T. U. Institute

The Townsendites

Page Seven

CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Blake enter

OClETY

W. F. M. S. of the Methodist Rev. F. W. Smith Tells of Name Committee of 15 At tained at dinner Tuesday night in
Church Discussed Many
Increasing Sales At State
Second District Meeting— honor of William F. Blake's 37th

For Uncertain Fall Weather

birthday. Their guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Chester A. Vose and son Bern
ard Whitten of Thomaston and Wal
The Woman's Foreign Missionary
The W.C.T.U. Institute held in the
Over 100 men and women repreMr. and Mrs. L. E. Biackington mo
ter E. Blake of South Union.
First
Baptist
Church
yesterday
was
a
Society
of
Pratt
Memorial
Church
tored to Nashua, N. H. Thursday, be
senting Knox County Townsend) Mr and Mrs w T wiggin are
very
successful
affair
with
three
ing accompanied on their return, by met Wednesday afternoon at the
Clubs attended the Second District: spending the winter with Mr.
their daughter, Mrs. Robert Nivison home of Mrs. Ida Simmons. The unions represented. Mrs. Hope Brew convention in Augusta Armistice Day t Mrs. A. D. Wiggin in Camden,
and young son. Robert 3d, who will president Mrs. Minnie Rogers, opened ster, county director bf institutes,
for the purpose of electing a Con-1 Wiggin is in frail health. Mr.
remain for a two weeks' visit, while the meeting and led the devotions. conducted the affair. Morning devo
I Mrs. E. J. Gough of Newtonville,
tions
were
led
by
Rev.
J.
Charles
Mac

gressional
district board.
Mr. Nivison ls in the South on busi
Rcutlne business was conducted Donald who brought an inspiring mes
Mass., were callers recently on Mr.
A board of 15 members, to en- j
ness.
and a committee appointed to secure sage on “Going Forward." Miss Mar
and Mrs. A. D. Wiggin.
courage the increased activities of I
new members, consisting of Mrs. garet Crandon, Thomaston. County
Margaret F., five-year old daughter
For fall comfort. ,. your family needs D. & H. An
the Townsend movement in the State j
The Mite Club met this week at [Lena deRochemont Mrs. Ella Brown
of Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Hansell, cel
President,
called
attention
to
the
thracite—a flexible fuel. D. & H. Anthracite burns
of Maine, was named thus: Jasper'
j Mrs. J. A. Richan's with Mrs. Adele
and Mrs. Grace Lurvey.
recommendations cf the State Presi W. Rawley, Rockland, W. E. Buber,' ebrated her birthday Wednesday aitslowly
on mild days—while on raw, cold days . . .
Merton as hostess.
A fine tribute was given by Mrs. dent that emphasis this year be placed
i ernoon by entertaining Stephen
Augusta, Leroy Kitchen, Waterville.
responds
instantly to the drafts—keeping your home
Ella Lurvey and all members pres on the local union, attendance, and
McGrath, Robert Kennedy, Rich
VOUR SOCIAL ITEMS
Anson Jackson, Waldoboro. Richard
Miss Helen Delano will arrive ent on the death of Mrs. Annie
evenly
...
healthfully heated. Phone your
ard
Brown,
Emerson
Hansell,
Her

Monday from the New Haven Hospi Hanscom. who was one of the most public meetings to begin early to pre Braley, Unity, Lawrence Weston, bert Garey. George Keating. Mara
order
today
pare for the local option campaign Auburn, Lewis Andrews, Gardiner,
Winter or summer The Couriertal, to spend a few days' leave with
Sena
in September; complete the Centen Prof. H. P. Hosley, Minot. William lyn Alley, Joan Upton,
Gazette is always glad to have her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. W. De beloved members of the society.
Hansen, Norman Gauterson, Ida j
The program was then turned over ary fund; give attention to exhibits,
items which concern arrivals and
Reynolds,
Burnham.
Linwood
Town

lano. Franklin street.
Gauterson Margaret Walker and.
to Mr.s. Edith Tweedie, program literature and publications; build
departures ot people, the social
send, Readfield, Mrs. O. E. John
leader, who stressed points brought membership bridges.
Mary Garey. A peanut hunt andi
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
gatherings, engagement announce
son,
Lewiston,
Manley
Mitchell,
Troy,
Miss Christol CaVneron entertained home from the branch meeting. Re
Mrs. Mabel Heald, director of de James P. Holt. Augusta, Albert Lane, games were enjoyed and the little
ments, weddings, etc. Please tele
12 friends at sewing Thursday night, ports referred to an Increase in the
partment of narcotics, gave an in Lewiston, Harry Bryant Mechanic ones spent a most delightful after
phone our society reporter, Mrs.
THE Solid FUEL FOR Solid. COMFORT
the surprise occurring during the membership of the society as well as
noon. Refreshments were served and )
teresting paper on "Marijuana," the Falls.
Warren C. Noyes, 873-R, or directly
serving of refreshments, when hearts Increase in subscribers to the mis
a
birthday
cake
was
most
attractive.
1
1
dangerous drug that is becoming an
to this office.
Jasper Rawley of Rockland was
divulged the engagement of Miss Ma sionary papers, "The Friend" and
increasing menace It is being ped j named treasurer and Mrs. O. E. Miss Hansell was the recipient of
bel Stover and Robert Allen of Blue “Junior Friend." In pressing toward
many pretty gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Ring of Hill. Miss Stover, whose marriage the 70th anniversary goal, the Aux dled in High Schools, sold under | Johnson of Lewiston, secretary,
Mr. and Mis. Ralph Coliemer moUps and Downs of the Stock Market
Bath were Armistice Day guests of will take place at an early date, will iliary is asked to give one or more handed, at lunch counters, oil sta i The old age assistance law is of | tored to Saco this week.
tions,
dance
halls
and
various
places
Dent
’ Bother Our Stockholders. Their
great
importance
to
the
people
of
|
Mr. and Mrs. George Carter, Lake be greatly missed, having been a "sunset chairs."
The first two Persons even furnish apartment for Maine, Gov. Lewis O. Barrows told I Walter Thurston and Winfield
popular teacher at the McLain school, chapters of the new text book for
avenue.
Shares Are Always Worth 100% and
the group. Senator Roy F. Fernald | Snowdeal are in Rockwood on a
the past 15 years. Hearts were the the year “Mecca and Beyond" were the marijuana parties, where thc ciga
cf
Winterport
said
that
the
special
i
hunting
tri
P'
They
are
guests
of
They Pay Liberal Returns.
Mrs. Lilia Lawry and daughter Inez chief decoration used, being displayed taken up by Mrs. Tweedie. These rettes are passed around for a few
the
former's
father,
Walter
Thurspuffs
at
first
to
get
the
“
effects
"
session of the Maine Legislature
of 21 Orient street are spending the also in cakes and ices.
PREPAID SHARES PAY 3%
chapters are concerned with the which are afterwards followed by a caused many to think that the old)ton'
winter with Mrs. Lois Rowling ln j
-------They cost $200.00 each. Dividends are paid (tmi-annually in rash
Several from here attended the
study of Mohammed, his life and terrible sense of fear that causes age pension question was settled,
Belfast.
' Mrs. Nelson Glidden was hostess to founding of the Islam religion, also
in April and October.
suicides, Insanity and violent crimes. but that in his opinion it was far Colby-Eates football game Thursday)
-------i the Industrious Debs Wednesday
in Waterville.
Arabia and life of Arabic women. In 1931 a small file in the U. S. Bu from settled.
INSTALLMENT SHARES PAY 4%
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Moody leave night at her apartment on Main Story pictures in words were used to
Dr. W. Lee Dickens. Thomas Mc
Louis J. Brann of Lewiston, im
They are paid for at the rate cf $1.00 per month and Dividends are
Sunday fcr St. Petersburg, Fla., street. Attention was “industriously" bring out various points, also a play reau of Narcotics covered the subject
Kay, Daniel J. Dickens and Thomas
edded Semi-annually until each rhare reaches a value of $200.00.
where they will spend the winter applied to sewing, luncheon and chat. let entitled "The Story of Fatima" of marijuana. In 1937 a large cabinet mediate ex-governor of Maine, told Dickens are on a hunting trip in the j
holds
the
reports.
Several
States
have
the
assemblage
that
if
he
were
elected
They arc thin exchanged fcr Prepaid Shares cr withdrawn in cash.
They will be accompanied by Mr. Miss Dorothy 'Lawry, a member who was effectively used in portraying the
woods near Kokadjo.
Moody's brother. William Moody of is studying in Boston, was present at lesson. Those assisting Mrs. Tweedie laws against the growing and selling he would recommend to their LegisEugene
Thompson
shot
a
doe
on
'
of this drug, a Federal law is being lature that a memorial be sent ConNobleboro.
this time.
in the playlet and story pictures were advocated, regulating the traffic plac gress to take House paper HR4199, Ragged Mountain this week andj
Misses Faith Lurvey, Amy Sherman ing it in the same category with other relative to the remodelled Townsend Amos Pitcher shot one at Duck Trap
ROCKLAND. MAINE
18 SCHOOL STREET,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bufford or
Mrs. Choris Jenkins leaves today and Ruth Marston.
narcotic drugs. An interested discus plan from the Ways and Means com- i Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Talbot are in
136Stf
Newcastle were visitors Thursday in for Portland, where she will visit her
The meeting was closed with the sion followed.
mittee and bring it before the House) Florida where they will spend the I
daughter
Miss
Mina
Jenkins
for
sev

the city.
winter.
missionary benediction. There were
• a • •
for debate.
eral weeks before going to Peabody, 17 present. A social hour followed
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Wood at- James and Elizabeth (Lear) Dodge,
Mayor
Frederick
G.
Payne
of
AuMr.s.
Mabel
Squires,
musical
direc

Mrs. Rosalie Witham of Nobleboro Mass., to spend the remainder of the with refreshments served.
gusta brought the city's official I
the meeting of the Asso- and was the last of a family of eight
tor
at
the
Baptist
Church,
who
has
winter with her son Clarence. She
is guest of Mrs. Carrie Waltz.
Come in and examine our gorgeous
ciated
Industries
of Maine at the La children.
greetings.
welcomed
the
Townsendlong been associated with the tem
was accompanied by Miss Minnie
unusual sample line of genuine Steel
fayette
Hotel
in
Portland.
Besides the daughter mentioned,
perance work in the State, favored ites and introduced Governor BarMrs. C. Churchill Wahle of Detroit. Goody who will visit her brothers in
John Wadsworth shot a spikehorn she leaves two others, Mrs. Sadie Engraved Greeting Cards with the
rows. A letter from Congressman
with
a
solo
“
It
Is
Not
Fair."
Mich., is in the city called by the Portland and New London, Conn,
Personalized Appeal. Our big new
Mrs. Clara Sawyer of Thomaston Clyde H. Smith of Skowhegan was tuck Thursday in Northport.
Cunningham of Augusta and Mrs.
illness of het mother, Mrs. Oeorge E. this winter.
The
British
Grandstand presented her department on Peace, read.
William Gaythwaite, former man Louis Robinson of Camden; one son. Christmas Card book is open for your
McLaughlin.
| inspection. You'll be amazed at the
Thomas Laite of Nashua, N. H„ ager of the Comique Theatre, now William Collins of Union; 12 grand
Which Overlooks Spanish reading an article from the Armistice
Mrs. Harmon Baldwin of Long
apparently costly cards at prices so
with
a
Boston
Insurance
Co.,
is
in
Day number of the Union Signal on Townsend National representative
children; and 15 great-grandchildren. i low.—adv. The Courier-Gazette.
MTs. Frank Hallowell has returned' Island, N. Y., is visiting her mother,
War
“What Women Can Do For Peace." for New Hampshire; Ralph G. town for a few days.
Her husband, Fred 8. Collins of Ash
from a visit in Boston.
Mrs. Charles Fales. Maverick street.
At the last meeting of the Georg? land. Mass., died in 1927.
“Gibraltar, at the base of the great by Dorothy Canfield Fisher which was Weeks of Orono. Third District citiS. Cobb Auxiliary these officers were
Chummy Club met this week with |
Arthur Wisner, Mrs. John rock at the entrance of the Mediter given over the radio on a national zen delegate who was sent to the
elected: President, Louise Dunbar;
Mrs. Flora Fernald. Mrs. Frank Thomas, Mrs. Fercy Dinsmore, Mrs. ranean, is the British grandstand hookup. She said that whenever war Cleveland convention; James P Holt
vice president, Florence Dailey; past
of
Augusta,
who
was
elected
district
Is
in
question,
women
can
give
ex

Fields and Mrs. Herbert Mullen won Edward Haskell, Mrs. It. E. Estes. and one of the leading press boxes
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
manager; Ralph Perkins of Orono president. Lucia Hopkins; secretary..
pression
to
the
same
horror
and
dis

for
the
Spanish
Revolution,"
says
the prizes.
Miss Margaret Buttomer and Alfred
Lillian
Pomeroy,
treasurer.
Florence
and
Benjamin
F.
Ward
of
Portland,
Haines attended the Alcolyte service a bulletin from the Washington. D. C. gust at the cruelty of national murder
instructor,
Mrs. Clara Curtis was high line recently held in St. Luke's Cathedral headquarters of the National Geo as they would if the same terrible district secretary of the first dis Fail brother; patriotic
Minnie
Towne;
guid?,
Lettie
Bagtrict
were
among
the
speakers
of
' deeds were committed in their own
at cards when Mre. Bessie Church en ir. Portland.
graphic Society.
..........in
'
ley; assistant guide. Esther Simmons;
"If the traveler confines his ob- neighborhood. Members were urged the day.
tertained a group of friends. The
color
guard,
I.
Elizabeth
Morton;
■ ■
beano winners were Mrs. Mary Whit
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Sandner. servations to British soldiers who arc ' to write their Congressmen urging
ney. Mrs. Frances Morse. Mrs. Ber Miss S. Elizabeth Nash and Jack everywhere. British 'Bobbies' who ap- that they support the neutrality act. gin to call a halt. Certainly the color guard, 2, Lillian Lincoln, chap
tha Borgerson, Mrs. Anna Nelson and Smith were in Waterville Thursday to pear as if they had Just emerged from The (United States would then step , facts prove conclusively that repeal lain. Nellie Barnes; inside guard.
a London police station. British flags supplying Japan with the material has not solved th? liquor problem, Jessie Josselyn; outside guard. ClemMrs. Nellie McKay.
attend the Bates-Colby game.
eret Walden; press correspondent,
that top the masts of municipal and j for carrying on the warfare against but has rather amplified it,
Emelyn Bridges. No date has been
Mrs. Ethel Richards was hostess to
government
buildings,
and
British
’
China.
Mrs. Seward O'B Gonia entered
Noontide prayer was offered by Mr:
A Junto Medal Speaking Contest announced for the installation.
T. and E. Club for sewing and lunch Knox Hospital Thursday night for warships and commercial vessels
Mi', and Mrs. Harold Weymouth
was glven hy four ?u?ils ftcm the
eon, Wednesday afternoon, at her
that out number all others at anchor Helen Carlson.
treatment.
Luncheon was served ln the dining
grades of'he city schools. “Th? ! have returned from a wedding trip
home on Rockland street.
in the spacious harbor. Gibraltar is
room, Mrs. Margaret Maxey and Mr. Hero.” Ruth Emery; “Building." i and Mr. Weymouth will resume his
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Glover at decidedly British.
Louise Veazie: "The Track Meet.' position as manager of the Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Senter at
tended the Bates-Colby football game Street Crowds Reveal Strange Mix Margaret Studley serving.
Robert Jones; “Where There's Drink street First National store Monday.
tended the auto show ln Boston.
At
the
afternoon
session
devotion
i
in Waterville Armistice Day.
ture
were led by Rev. C. A. Marstaller who I There 3 Danger, Richard .Stevens;
The Methodist Ladies Aid will hold
Louise ) a sale of fancy articles, aprons,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier went
“But a glance at the street crowds brought a timely message on “Re The medal was awarded to Louise
Lawrence
P.
Radley,
son
of
Mr.
and
and the city's buildings reveals a building the Wall,*’ saying the task Veazie with mementos to the others, cooked food and candy, Nov. 19-20
yesterday to Daniort! . where they
will visit friends, returning home Mrs. F. L. Radley of Quincy, Mass., strange mixture. Most Gibraltar could be done if we worked, unitedly.
Judges were Mrs. Mabel Squires, ; at the Thomas Antique store on Main
Fun-making Eddia and hit
formerly of Rockland, was married buildings are Spanish in design. Its
Mrs. Pike and Mrs. Edith Richards.
Sunday night.
) street.
Intelligently,
enthusiastically
and
making 20th Cwntury-Fox
at Norfolk Dqwns. Mass., Oct. 30 to narrow streets are crowded with
Mrs. Edith, Richards of Thomaston
The Eugene Beauty Salon will open
join force* at last to givo
prayerfully.
Mrs. Eben Alden and Miss Lucy Miss Andrea Getchell of Wiscasset. bustling throngs from many paru:
A motion was presented by Mrs presented high lights frem the Sta*.? Monday having been closed for a
y°U
rn°*t h‘‘d*-h»larious
Skinner of Thomaston and Mrs Miss Getchell is the daughter of Mr. of the world.
lliiiAf////, and unusual mirth-musical
Ciara Emery and adopted by the as Convention, a .talk which was replete few days.
Madison A. Hart of Danville. Kv and Mrs. Neyman Getchell of Wis“Scotchmen in kilts brush past sembly that the W.C.T.U. call upon with trite sentences quoted from
of off time!
• • • a
left Tuesday lor Florida to open tiie casset. Thc young people will reside turbaned Moors from the other side
the Sunday schools of Knox Count.' things said and done during the three
Mrs. Althea Collins
Alden winter home at Fruitland Park, for the winter in Quincy, where Mr. of the Strait of Gibraltar; Spaniards
to unite in a campaign for total ab- ,6ay Et-"s'-cns
The funeral of Althea, widow of
-------Radley is employed by the Blacker from Madrid. Malaga and Cadiz |
stinenee
-pledge signing.
Fred S. Collins, who died following a
Miss Dorothy Lawry came from
ghepard Lumber So.
mingle with sturdy Greeks; ruddy-urgical operation, will be held toBoston lo spend the holiday weekend
WE BUY
skinned Hindus and
Egyptians
Rev. Frederick W. Smith of the
1 day at 2 o'clock from the home of
at her -home on Oak street.
Mrs. H. I. Hix and Miss Carrie jostle Levantine Jews in gabaru?'«' •
) her daughter. Mrs. Harriet (SukeBrainerd entertained at luncheon and swarthy Senegal negroes rub el Christian Civic League, gave a stirring
AND SILVER
address followed by open forum. He
Mrs. John Chisholm. Mrs Raymond yesterday Mre E D Spear. Mrs. Em- bow with Chinese from Canton.
' forth) Wellman, Rev. W. F. Brown
r Enriched by a revolutionary
CLARENCE E. DANIELS I officiating.
‘
new three-tone tinting I
f
said in part:
Moulaison and Mrs. J. F. Burgess won „ Davjs Mrs p w p^,. Mrs w
"Weaving in and out of the human
JEWELER
“More than half a million dollars
top scores at the meeting of Tuesday Q
and Miss Alice Erskine. mass _
......
...........................
....
.........
The deceased was born in North37j0 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
with all these merry making entertainers
are hundreds of foreign seamen
,< VO°9*” ’.’,1
. port, May 16. 1863, daughter of Capt.
Night Bridge Club, held this week The afternoon was spent in a com- ) fro,n boats that come to Gibraltar has been taken out of Rockland by
TONY MARTIN
with Mrs. Ray Foley.
prehensive review of Mrs. Hix' travels for fuel, trade and repairs. The mix the Liquor Commission and most
*'»**'° na^’0t'°9\
of it shipped out of the State to the
ROLAND YOUNG
abroad.
ture of races has become even more
Shakespeare Society meets Monday
detriment of business in this city and
4 ond o”*
JUNE LANG
noticeable in recent years since
n>9w' . ,
night at the home of Mrs. Carl Duff,
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V, has Gibraltar has increased in popularity this State." Rev. Frederick W. Smith
LOUISE
HOVICK
with Mrs. Nettie B. Frost as leader.
accepted an invitation to the joint as a pleasure resort for European and told the Woman's Christian Temper
ance Union. “Up to Saturday eve-)
CAMDEN, MAINE
NOW PLAYING
Mrs. E. E. Marston returned to installation of Huntley-Hill Post, and Averican vacationists.
ning. Oct. 30, 1937, the amount ol
Portland Friday after a 'short "visit' lt3 Auxiliary Sunday at K. of P. hall,
“Gibraltar shops also present an
SUNDAY-MONDAY, NOV. 14-15
“The Last Gangster”
money spent on liquor in the Rock
with Rockland relatives.
j All who wish to attend are asked to international aspect. On thelr shelves
with
meet the president at G.A.R. hall at the traveler will flnd carved ivory land store since it opened was $501.-1
SPENCER TRACY, LUISE RAINER
720.16. This does not represent ths
Euw. G. Robinson
Mrs. Winnie Cordio passed last j 2 p. m. Ruth Mayhew Tent stands ornaments from Ceylon and the
in
total amount of money spent for
4
______________________________
weekend witll her mother, Mrs. Stacy ready to co-operate with all patriotic | African East Coast, trinkets from tlie
liquor
in
the
city,
since
it
does
not
Sunday Shows Ilenefit Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1, A. L.
‘ BIG CITY”
' cramped factories that line the narSimmons of Martinsville, who also orders at all times.
-----------------I row streets of Foochow. China, ob- take into account the final sales of
had as guests her granddaughter.
AISO SUNDAY DOUBLE FEATURE
Shows: Matinee 2;
BARTER-PHELPS
! jects of carved teak from Buraia and the cocktail lounges nor the beer
Mrs. Philias LeBlanc, Mr. LeBlanc
Evg. 6.30, 8.30.
being
sold
in
the
city.
bolts
of
cloth
from
Mancnester
and
and children Gloria and Lucy of
“FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS”
"If the totals of the additional1
Cont. Saturday
James
Barter
and
Miss
Mildred
New York.
Bagdad, Samarkand,
Fitchburg, Mass.
2.00 to 10.39
RneklBOd
with
Tai >02
Fhelps, both of this city, were unit Baltimore and Tombouctou (Tim- liquor sales were available it could
be
shown
that
more
than
one
mil

ed
in
marriage
at
the
Littlefield
Me

ANN SHERIDAN, CRAIG REYNOLDS
The November meeting of the
Luklu) also are represented in the
lion dollars has been spent for liquor
Rockland Garden Club will be a joint morial parsonage by Rev. C. A. Mars display of merchandise.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY, NOV. 17-18
meeting with Camden and Thomas taller, with the single ring service,
"The town begins at the shore of in Rockland during the last three
TEL.
MONDAY AND
the broad bay and rises 250 feet up years." said Mr. Smith.. Sales in the
ton clubs held in the tower room. Armistice night.
They were attended by Miss June the north side of the Rock. Long State store are amounting to more
Community Building. Tuesday, Nov.
409
TUESDAY
16. Mrs. A. R. Benedict of Medomak. Burns, a friend of the bride, and flights of steps lead to the upper than $4,009 a week. Saturday sales
and Montclair. N. J„ will demonstrate Charles Barter, Jr. a brother of the portion of thc town, making wheeled alone are running in the vicinity of
THERE’S A SEAT FOR YOU ON THE 5O-YARD LINE
the making cf Christmas decorations, groom. The bride was attired in traffic impossible on many streets $1,500. Sinoe Jtily 1. 1937, a total of
FOR THE YEAR’S GREATEST FOOTBALL THRILLERI
using native greens. This is said gray crepe and blue and matt*iing The Mediterranean, or south side of $91,640.26 has gone into the till of
to be very interesting and instructive accessories and the bridesmaid wore the Rock, is almost a sheer cliff. that store alone. Sales for the State
and it is Sloped a large number cf gray and blue, with matching acces- Fisherman have built, however, small as a whole are running in the vi
villages in the few recesses which are cinity of $130,000 a week and total
club members will be present. A sories.
nearly $100,000 a month more than
A reception was held for them at I reached by narrow paths,
small fee will be charged for non
members. The Camden and Rock the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. i “Between Spain and the British they did in the same month last year.
"Couple these figures with the fact
land clubs will hold a display gif their Burns. Cottage street, with about 20 Territory is a narrow strip of land
handiwork in the lower w est room. guests, ice cream and cake were called the neutral zone where travel- that since repeal arrests for drunk
Those having entries are asked to served, the bride cutting the cake ers get the best land view of the enness and drunken driving in Rock
land have Jumped 150% since re
Rock.”
have them in the building at or be Many useful gifts were received.
peal, and that one out of every flve
Mrs. Barter is the daughter of
fore 12 o’clock.
persons killed on the highways last
------------------ ' Mrs. Augustus King of this city and
Frc$«atiA by WARNER BROS, with
Have a native, milk fed young tur- j Mr. Barter is the son of Charles
year was killed by a driver who had
JiHC TRAVIS * WILLIAM HOPPER . JOHNNIE DnVIS • MASH TODD • CORDON OUVER
been
drinking
and
you
have
a
prob

key for Thanksgiving. Now taking . Darter of this city.
Distressing symptoms
ickly relieved... rub on lem to think about—a problem to
Special Children's Matinee
TODAY
orders. Phone 717-M; or better still,
-----------------Tuesday, 4 o'clock
Zane Grey's
make you wonder how far the people
come up and see those bronze beauBenefit supper, dance. Owl’s Head
10 Cents
"ROLL ALONG COWBOY"
of the State are going to let the
ties. Fred Derby, 407 Pleasant street. Town Hall, Nov. 17. Supper 5.30 to
liquor
business
go
before
they
be131-136 7, 25c.—adv.
136-137
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS

Activities At Meeting

Liquor Store

Jasper Rawley Treasurer

Hut*.

D&H

AhiiiMtUe....

M. B. 4 C. 0. PERRY

Rockland Loan and Building Association

Rock Of Gibraltar

Whata time for you^

^CANTOR

OLD

GOLD

The Comique Theatre

PARK

Chest Colds

Every-Other-Day
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Page Eight

GUARDIANS
OF OUR
COAST
What our lightkeepers
and coast guarsdmen
are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by
day and by night. The
day's news trom many
lonely outposts along
Maine's waterfront.

If once you have slept on an lsland
You'll never be quite the same:
You may look as you looked the day
before
And go by the same old name.
You may chat with the neighbors of
this and that
And close to your fire keep.
But you'll hear ship whistle and light
house bell
And tides beat through your sleep
Oh. you won't know why. and you can't
say how
Such change upon you came.
But—once you have slept on an lsland
You 11 never be quite the same!
—Rachel Field.

Portland Head
Not very exciting here the past
week.

ljundav, Mr. and Mrs. John Clayter
, „
.
.. .
... __
°f Camden. Hope they make us an
other visit before Old Man Winter
arrives in earnest.
Among the pleasant vacation days, j
we trust none were more pleasant j
than those passed by Keeper and Mrs.
Seavey.
Mrs. Powers and I leave soon on a
few days' leave of absence, and ex- ,
pect to enjoy a gunning trip. Mr. I
Light will substitute.
We are glad to know that Mr. j
and Mrs Davis are comfortably
se^djn their new quarters
The Kennebec River has had plenty
of traffic of late, what with oil tank
ers. barges and whatnot.
Jolly good wishes for a calm winter
t0 our fellow -Guardians. '

-OOD THE
MSI US BEST IDE
IEVH SOU EVES USED
even though it costs you nothing extra!

,f s §ot something extra on the road!

A cool wave struck here Wednesday
night.
All reports from the islands tell us
about rough seas.
Miss Elizabeth Sterling of Peaks
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Island was guest Wednesday night of
Mrs. R. T Sterling.
Kennebec River—Buoys moved
Mrs. F O Hilt and guests. Mr. and Nov 8to work on the reconMrs. Adolph Stevens, were dinner Emotion of the Richmond-Dresden
guests Tuesday of Mr and Mrs L. bridge Buoy 22A was moved to a
position 188 yards .2614 degrees from
O. GofT ln Westbrook.
Robert T. Sterling Jr.. visited T‘head "'barf, left tangent on east
bank.
friends Tuesday in Auburn.
Richmond Bridge Buoy 33 was
Mrs. R. T Sterling entertained over j
moved to a position 195 yards. 266
the holiday Mrs. Sarah Webster, son
degrees from T-head wharf left
Edgar of Danvers, Mass., and Misses
tangent.
Elizabeth Sterling and Marlon Sterl
ing of Peaks Island.
Mrs. F. O. Hilt had as holiday
guests Mr. and Mrs L. O. Goff, son |
Richard, Mr. and Mrs Adolph Stev- Deer JsJe Bridge Gets New
ens of Monhegan and Mrs. Clyde J
Lease of Life — Borings
Grant and daughter Patricia of Cape
Must Be Ready Dec. 1
Elizabeth.
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling and
son Robert attended the Stevens- I The Public Works Administration
Heald wedding last Saturday evening yesterday agreed with J. A. Conway
at the First Universalist Church in sPecial counsel ** the
kle
Portland and a reception at the bride's Brid«e Dis,rict t0 « r4nt extension
j10_e
j of time for accepting a PWA grant
. . . .
of 1315.000 to Dec. 1. The deadline
. ....
j was Nov. 15.
Little River
« _
. .. _ , .
By Dec. 1 the Bridge District must
The lighthouse tender recently
,he new
ready and
visited this station. Mr. Ingalls. Mr. finances in shape to clinch the forSampson and Mr. Oliver being on ma, accepwnce of pwA money Con
board
: way did not say that an award of
Rev. Neil Bowsfleld and father. J contract by that time was a requisite. |
Mr. Bowsfleld of the Sunbeam made
He expressed optimism that the j
a visit here the past week.
j project would be ready by Dec. 1. It i
Mrs. Ruth Johnson has returned wll,
a milhon al, toW .
to her home at Roque Bluffs after be- whjch u considerably less than an- 1'
ing guest of her daughter, Mrs. ticil>ate<, Borings show rock three
William Corbett
feet higher than previously estimat- I
Mr. and Mrs. James Publicover and ed, which will reduce cost. There is 1
daughter have moved to their cabin a brisk demand for the bonds and
ln No. 9.
I tj,ey are semng well, he said.
(Continued from Page One)
Miss Belle Dennison who teaches j
____________
in Augusta, passed last weekend at
of our toll. The farm boy who invests
FRIENDSHIP
her home in Cutler.
in a savings account, a life insurance
Herbert Maker and Mr. and Mrs.
The Methodist Ladies Aid was en- 1 policy or in a pure-bred calf, has in
Charles Cates of New Hampshire tertaired Wednesday at the home of that bank, certificate or ln that calf,
are staying at No. 9 for a time.
Mrs. Wilbur A. Morse, 25 members j when lt ls grown. Just as much storedMrs. Wyman Johnson, son Wyman |
present Ice cream. cai«.s and up labor and Just as great a right to
of Machiasport and Miss Julia An crackers were served by the hostess i its enjoyment as though it were the
thony of Kennebec were guests Sun with Miss Eda Lawry, Mrs .Lawreston pay for that day of sweat and toll.
day at the station.
Davis and Mrs. Nellie Winchenpaw
Rural Credit And Soeial Security
Keeper Corbett has been deer assisting.
Attention
is called to the outstand
hunting twice—the first time he saw
Harold MacFarland has returned ing victory in the last session of Con
only a partridge. On the next trip to South Bristol after a visit with
gress, for which the Grange was
he spotted six deer but they were too his brother, Wardell MacFarland.
largely responsible, in the continua
smart for his “Savage."
Mrs. Phoebe Burns who was a pa
Miss Florence Corbett has employ tient at the Maine General Hospital tion of 34 percent interest rate to
ment at Mr. and Mrs. Charles for several weeks has returned farmer borrowers, and the passage of
amendments to farm credit legisla
Smith's. Mrs. Smith recently under home.
tion. Especially valuable has been
went a throat operation.
Mrs. Guy Bessey is recovering from the restoration of farmer control of
Mrs. Ernest Merritt and daughter recent illness.
the Farm Loan Association and gen
Norma have returned to their home
A supper will be given Tuesday by eral Improvement of the conditions
at Indian River.
Pythian Sisters. All members are
The National Bridge Grange was urged to attend as roll call night will j imposed upon borrowers. There ls
host last Saturday to the Lubec be observed. Pies or cakes may be further need for the equalization of
Grange and entertained right royally. taken by those not otherwise so rates, and the Grange will continue
to strive for such improvements in
* * * *
licited.
the system.
Perkins Lsland
Mrs. Roland Thompson who has
Among the greatest advances of re
been seriously ill. is gaining rapidly. cent years have been in the directions
Greetings to all along the coast.
Supt. Ingalls and Mr. Sampson in
Wardell MacFarland was a Rock of welfare legislation, such as Work
spected the station Nov. 2 and land land visitor Tuesday.
men's Compensation Laws. Unemploy
Granville Brow, a surgical patient ment Insurance Old Age Insurance,
ed us a new stove which was much
needed and greatly appreciated.
at State Street Hospital In Portland, etc. The Social Security legislation
Mrs. Powers has returned from a is gaining in health and is expected enacted on a national scale needs
visit in Worcester, Mass., accompan to return home in a few days.
much improvement and simplification,
ied by her sister, Mrs. R. W. Hill
Mrs. Jonah D. Morse is in South but should be preserved in its essen
who is passing a week here. She Bristol for a visit with her daughter, tials. The present partial exemption
also visited in Boston with an old Mrs. Waldo MacFarland.
status of agricultural workers is not
The senior class of Junior High satisfactory, and will be desirable that
friend, Mrs. Harry McPhail. The lat
ter came here with Mrs. Powers and School served an excellent supper a permanent committee, appointed
was enthusiastic over this region, it Wednesday at the Methodist vestry from the Grange and in conjunction
being her first trip to this section. for the benefit of the graduating with other farm organizations, co
She saw the government boat while class.
operatives and similar groups, en
Mrs. Geneva Thompson, accom deavor to work out and study the im
on inspection, also the new beam
trawler which was launched ln Bath panied by Bertha Jameson, Ruth provement of the Social Security law
recently. Being a business woman, Prior, Gertrude Oliver. Adelia Jame in Its effect upon agriculture.
the trucks of her company are among son and Eva Russell motored Wed
Governmental Friends
those which help supply and load nesday to Yarmouth where they at
There
will be much interest in the
these boats in Boston. Mrs McPhail tended a Pythian Sisters installation.
tribute
Mr
Taber pays to the attitude
is also a music composer and has
of the Washington Administration, a:
written several beautiful selections.
CLARK ISLAND
well as the courage he evinces in dif
Keeper and Mrs. Woodard, we are
There will be no church service fering with some of its policies. There
happy to know that you like your
new station. Keeper Powers greatly Sunday because of the Taylor meet is a lot of meaning to this significant
ings in Rockland. Sunday School paragraph:
enjoyed his recent visit there.
During llie storm and tlie stress cf
We were pleased to have as guests will be held at 1.30.

Extension Of Time
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of Audit. The other calls for an
annual audit of all books and ac
ihe Financial Affairs of Counties counts and flnancial transactions of
Not (o Be Presented Haphazard i the counties by the state Department
Hereafter
j of Audit, said audit to accompany
| estimates when sent by commission
Laws passed at the last regular ers to the legislature for approval.
session of the Maine legislature de
The laws are expected to accom
stined to enable law makers and plish much in the way of uniform
Mem
citizens to get a clearer 'picture of county flnancial records.
the costs of county government are bers of the Department of Audit now
are preparing to visit each county
soon to be put into effect, and at the for the purpose of installing the re
present writing the state Depart quired accounting systems A more
ment of Audit Is preparing to get orderly picture of expenses thus wtll
them functioning.
be provided.
Legislators who were members of
Costs of county government in
the committee on county estimates , Maine s counties annually take
at the last regular session found thousands of dollars from the pocthemselves overwhelmed when from l kets of taxpayers. As State Police
the State's 16 counties came as many I enlarge the scope of thelr activities,
different forms of report and esti i and as Municipal Police increase
mate for their consideration. Thc j their forces, some feel the need for
difficulty encountered in making county enforcement agencies is di
comparisons is recognizable. Legis minishing. particularly in the more
lators were at loss to draw logical compact sections of the State.
conclusions from the maze.
Accordingly, the legislature passed
two laws which, lt ls believed, will
Expert Radio Repair
do much to remedy the situation..
All makes radio receivers
Work Guaranteed
One law requires that county com
Tubes Tested Free
missioners and county treasurers
MAINE MUSIC CO.
shall keep their books and accounts
Member of Radio Mfgrj. Service
on such forms and in such manner
124-tf
as approved by the state Department

Ey Donald B Armstrong. M. D. President National Health Council
the depression and our recovery we
should pause to pay tribute to the
(First of six articles furnished by poor was more prevalent than among
friendship of the Administration, of
the
National Health Council, and the chronic poor, probably the result
most leaders in Congress and those ln
of difficulties in adjusting to a lower
published
by The Courier-Gazette as
official life. The fact that we fight
standard of living.
for amendments and change, and dif- ' a part of the national campaign of
fer on some basic problems, should 1 public education to aid the 1937, Despite all that is being done, ade
quate health protection reaches only
emphasize our aporeciation of the'
Community Mobilization for Human
a fraction of the population of the
sincerity and loyalty of a large group 1
Needs.)
United States. Some indication of
whose earnest desire is the betterment,
Apart from the humanitarian mo this may be found in the fact that
of rural life. We make progress in a
democracy, not by lock-step, but b7 tives which impel us to guard the every year more than 120.000 babies
honest and courageous differences of nation's health, it is far more econo- J die in the first year of life from
opinion and by a willingness through mica', to prevent disease than to, preventable disease, due either to the
compromise and adjustment to co
ignorance of mothers, the indiffer
cure lt. The general public, although
operate on all occasions.
ence of the communities in which
familiar with the services of doctors,1 they live, or both. One of our needs,
Continuing Grange Growth
nurses, hospitals, clinics, and so on. for instance, is the employment of
Stressing thc fact that the Orange •little realizes the wide extent of pub- I more public health nurses; at pres
has always been the advocate of self- 11c health activities which are car-! ent, we have a public health nurse
help and the opponent ol subsidies, ried on by the so-called "voluntary" for every 6.000 of the population, but
we need one for every 2,000.
either for agriculture or other classes. or non-governmental agencies.
In addition to the health subjects
National Master Taber proudly refers
Fifteen such voluntary health or discussed in the series of articles
to the fact that the Grange has made
a steady, continuing growth; is ganizations are banded together in which this newspaper is publishing,
.stronger today numerically, financially the National Health Council with the there are numerous other problems
and otherwise than ever before; and United States Children's Bureau and j being dealt with by member agen
that during the past 12 months. In the United State Public Health Serv- I cies of the National Health Council.
spite of floods and many other handil ice as advisory members. These { Readers who are interested in the
caps. 450 subordinate. Pomona and groups occupy a very significant activities of the Council, or in any
Juvenile Granges have been added, place in our organized efforts for' special phase of public health work,
and a net gain in membership has health conservation, disease preven are Invited to address inquiries to
our headquarters, 50 West 50th
been recorded for the year.
tion, and social betterment.
Street. New York City.
9 9 • •
The 1937 Community Mobilization
Would Keep Taber
for Human Needs affords an oppor
Opposition to the expressed desire tunity for acquainting citizens with
Vinalhaven & Rockland
of Louis J. Taber of Columbus, O . to the need and the importance of ade
Steamboat Company
quate support for private welfare and
resign as master of the National
ROCKLAND
health agencies. Organizations of j
Grange, gained momentum Thursday this kind are vitally necessary for
Service To:
among delegates to the 71st annual any satisfactory community program J VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
of public health nursing, child wel
convention.
SWAN’S ISLAND AND
fare.
social
hygiene,
and
preventive
Taber, who desired to return to pri
FRENCHBORO
vate life after 14 years at national medicine generally.
WINTER SERVICE
The importance of this work has
master—longer than anyone else ever
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
held the post—and 37 years as a char increased in recent years because of
(Subject to change without notice)
ter officer of the Grange, was unde the after effects of the depression. A
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
study of 12.000 families ln the poorer
cided as to his final action.
Read Down
Read Up
His present job with the Orange sections of ten cities, but not strictly
A. M.
P. M.
pays him $6000 a year. There has slum areas, has revealed that Illness 5.30 Lv. Swan's Island.
Ar. 6.00
Ar.4.40
been talk among the delegates that was 56 percent more prevalent in 6.30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 3.30
Taber's salary should toe increased and families most affected by the de 7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar.2.45
that he should be given assistants, pression than among thelr more fort 8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv.1.30
unate
neighbors.
The
study
showed
so that he would have more time to
136-tf
also tliat sickness among the new
spend with his family.
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MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Holel
Convenient to all potato of Interest—Modem In every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
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Application
H. H. Mmm
Manager

HOTEL
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GRALYNN
Corner Second Street
and First Avomm

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
DeL Co.
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Moderate Katas
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
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